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Abstract
This dissertation consists of three essays in environmental economics. The first essay
examines the effectiveness of air quality information designed to reduce the public health
risks associated with air pollution exposure. Using daily bike-share trip data for the metro
DC area, I estimate the causal effect of air quality alerts on avoidance behavior in a regression
discontinuity analysis, assigning a cutoff for treatment that triggers air quality alerts. Air
quality alerts cause less bike-share trip counts and duration. Results for heterogeneous
treatment effects indicate that air quality alerts mainly reduce weekend trips in the central
DC, which implies that bike share-reducing effects are driven by leisure trips rather than
commuting trips. The second essay investigates whether a gasoline tax can be a useful policy
tool to reduce air pollutants emitted from automobiles. Using a difference-in-differences and
synthetic control method, I explore variation differences in air quality across New Jersey
and the other states, before and after New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase in 2016. Although
estimates suggest that New Jersey’s air pollution levels were lower than those of the other
states with the gasoline tax increase, none of these differences are statistically significant.
Moreover, the gasoline tax increase was not successful in reducing gasoline consumption and
vehicle miles traveled. The third essay examines how the effect of temperature on crime varies
across urban and rural areas. Using a 10-year panel of monthly crime and temperature data
for California cities, I identify the impact of higher temperatures on violent and property
crimes in urban and rural areas. Results show that higher temperatures are correlated with
more violent crimes. Urban areas have a higher number of violent crimes than rural areas,
holding temperature constant. The number of violent crimes tends to increase in proportion
to temperature across both areas, but the marginal effects of temperature are smaller in
urban than in rural areas.
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Chapter 1
Air Quality Information and
Avoidance Behavior: Evidence from
Metro DC’s Bike Share
1.1 Introduction
Provision and dissemination of information about ambient air quality are crucial to
environmental and health policy. An information-based program holds that individuals
respond appropriately to information by reducing air pollution and health risk exposure.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed the air quality index (AQI)
that determines air quality. Local air quality control agencies also voluntarily issue free air
quality alerts to the public in many U.S. cities when the AQI forecast exceeds a certain level.
Thus, the public can easily access local air quality information. Understanding changes in
people’s activities for informational provision campaign is an important empirical question
that aims to determine the effectiveness of this alert program.
In this study, I examine the effect of air quality alerts on avoidance behaviors, focusing
on bike-share trips in the Washington DC Metropolitan Area (metro DC area). Exploring
a bike-share program in the metro DC area provides an ideal research setting due to three
reasons. First, a bike ride is one of the best options for outdoor physical activity as it
1
observes behavioral responses to poor ambient air quality. Second, the bike share system of
the metro DC area has extensive real-time data for bike trips as it is the oldest and third
largest system in the U.S. The data set provides information about people’s time of bike
ride, length of ride, most popular stations, and most popular times of bike ride. Lastly, the
metro DC area ranks eighth out of 277 metropolitan areas for high-ozone days according to
the 2014 “State of the Air” report of the American Lung Association [4].
The study analysis uses a large data set, including air quality alert readings, issuance date
of alerts by a local agency, and extensive real-time bike trips recorded by Capital Bikeshare
for 2011−2018. I employ the panel structure of data to estimate the alert effects over time
across bike stations. To deal with the exogenous characteristic of this intervention, I use a
regression discontinuity design (RDD) that elicits the causal effect of air quality alerts on
bike-share usage. Alerts are issued above a cutoff AQI forecast of 100. Hence, the probability
of treatment changes from 0 to 1 at the cutoff. Bike-share trips on both sides of the cutoff are
compared to estimate the average treatment effect. A range of bandwidths and functional
forms in this RDD are used to choose an appropriate model specification and to obtain
unbiased estimates of the treatment effect.
The main results show that air quality alerts reduce bike-share trips in the metro DC area.
In my preferred model, point estimates suggest 1.6−2.7 percent reduction in the number
of bike-share trips and 3.4−5.9 percent reduction in the trip duration on air quality alert
days. Heterogeneous responses to alerts have an important policy implication in this study.
Although trip purpose is not directly observed, day-of-week and time-of-day observations of
bike trips shed light on different responses to alerts between commuting and leisure trips.
Air quality alerts reduce the number and duration of trips on weekends. However, weekday
peak periods have no significant effects. Thus, leisure or recreational trips may be more
flexible than commuting trips. In other words, the effect of air quality alerts may rely on the
discretionary of an outdoor activity. Considering different locations in DC, I also find that
air quality alerts have a significant effect on weekend bike trips, particularly in the central
DC areas.
Bike-share users are sensitive to consecutive alerts based on a simple dynamic model with
two consecutive alerts. Hence, bike-share users may miss the first alert information. However,
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they are more likely to be exposed to the information and acknowledge the seriousness of
pollution over time. They may be willing to avoid outdoor activities with consecutive alerts
considering that increased pollution exposure raises healthcare costs. Using not only code
orange but also code red alerts, which are a more severe air pollution level, is reasonable
given that an RDD can have multiple cutoffs. Although larger reductions in bike-share trips
are expected with code red alerts, this analysis is not feasible due to few code red alerts
issued in the sample period.1
A growing body of literature has documented the importance of air quality warnings and
information. This line of research has found that individuals adjust their time on outdoor
activities to reduce air pollution exposure. Graff Zivin and Neidell [90] and Neidell [64] use
zoo and observatory attendance to measure outdoor activity and examine behavioral changes
in response to smog alerts. However, visiting the zoo is not a frequent outdoor activity and
is mainly an attractive option only for children and parents. Thus, their sample may not
be representative of the population in their empirical analyses. Moreover, the observatory is
known for nighttime activities, such as stargazing. Hence, smog alerts may not be effective
as ozone levels drop at night.2
In addition, Noonan [67] uses small sample data to observe passerby at Piedmont Park in
Atlanta for 35 days. In his study, ozone alerts are issued seven times during the period. He
suggests mixed findings, that is, the alerts do not affect aggregate park usage but reduce usage
by the elderly and joggers. Among the existing literature, my study is most closely related
to Saberian, Heyes, and Rivers [80], who investigate the effect of air quality warnings on
people’s cycling behavior in Sydney, Australia. In addition to studying a different country,
I use a different empirical strategy. They use bushfires as an instrument for air quality
in an instrumental variable (IV) analysis, whereas I focus on exogenous variations from a
1There were only two code red alerts in 2011−2018. When adding code red alerts to my model
specification, I find that code red alerts cause 52.9 percent decrease in the number of trips and 39.4 percent
decrease in the trip duration. Although the results are consistent with previous studies in that individuals
spend less time outside as air pollution levels increase, I need to wary about reading into these estimates
due to a lack of code red alerts in this study.
2The Griffith Observatory is open Tue−Fri 2:00 PM to 10:00 PM and Sat−Sun 12:30 PM to
10:00 PM. Hence, it is very busy in the late afternoon, particularly during astronomical events
(https://www.griffithobservatory.org/).
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discontinuity in treatment assignment.3 I also extend their research by using a larger sample
size to obtain consistent estimates.4
Several studies indirectly address avoidance behavior by evaluating the relationship
between air pollution and health outcomes. Neidell [63] and Janke [49] provide indirect
evidence of air pollution exposure avoidance by examining the differences in hospital
admissions for respiratory diseases on poor air quality days. They suggest that air quality
information is used appropriately to measure the health costs of air pollution. Currie et
al. [23] note that avoidance behavior would be an endogeneity source in empirical studies.
Thus, ignoring this behavior could lead to biased health effect estimates of air pollution.
This study provides similar evidence of avoidance behavior, though behavioral changes are
directly observed by comparing bike-share trips between alert and non-alert days.
This study contributes to the existing literature in several ways. I attempt to identify the
short-term effects of air pollution through a direct behavioral response, whereas most studies
focused on air pollution effects on health outcomes (e.g., Chay and Greenstone [16]; Currie
and Neidell [22]; Schlenker and Walker [83]). My results suggest that information-based
programs can effectively reduce health and economic costs due to air pollution. This study
supports the government’s role in disseminating public information about health hazards.
Furthermore, I carefully implement an empirical strategy to capture the effects of air quality
alerts. Most related studies use a simple RDD using all their observations, whereas this study
provides consistent estimates based on various approaches to the RDD, including different
bandwidths and functional forms. In addition, the RDD in this study relies on panel data
context, though previous studies are based on cross-sectional and pooled cross-sectional data
sets. Examining the effects over time across bike stations helps eliminate much of the error
variance, such as the between-station variation.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background on air
quality information and bike-share program. Section 3 describes data sources used in the
3They assume that a bushfire is a quasi-random event, but it is more likely to be correlated with hot and
dry weather condition.
4I use daily bike trip data from 507 bike share stations across the metro DC for 2011−2018, while
Saberian, Heyes, and Rivers focus on daily cycle counts passing only at 26 counters in Sydney cycling paths
for 2008−2013.
4
analysis. Section 4 discusses my identification strategy and empirical model. Section 5
presents the estimation results and Section 6 concludes.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Air Quality Information
Ambient air pollution is one of the main health problems worldwide. Since the UK’s
introduction of a national air quality monitoring program in the early 1900s, local most
national government agencies have implemented air quality alert programs to manage public
health risks due to poor air quality. Air quality forecasts and real-time air quality information
are important to sensitive groups, such as children, the elderly, and people with asthma and
other lung diseases. During and the following days with high ozone levels, people with
respiratory diseases are more likely admitted to emergency rooms and hospitals. Thus,
doctors and other health-care providers recommend people to reduce their air pollution
exposure, particularly those who are more susceptible to the effects of exposure (US EPA,
2017). Although certain sensitive groups may experience more serious health effects, everyone
is encouraged to take precautions to protect his or her health.
An air quality forecast determines local air quality alerts in the metro DC area, which is
based on the national AQI. AQI is divided into six categories with levels of health concern
and color codes: 0−50 (good, green), 51−100 (moderate, yellow), 101−150 (unhealthy for
sensitive groups, orange), 151−200 (unhealthy, red), 201−300 (very unhealthy, purple),
301−500 (hazardous, maroon). When the AQI is predicted to reach 101 or higher in the
metro DC area, Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) issues an air
quality alert. Subsequently, various channels, such as TV and radio stations, the internet,
mobile applications, and phone text messages, disseminate the information to the public to
reduce their exposure to the pollution.5
5MWCOG is in partnership with the District Department of Energy & Environment, Maryland
Department of the Environment, and Virginia Department of Environment Quality. It provides daily air
quality forecasts for the metro DC area (https://www.mwcog.org/environment/planning-areas/air-quality/).
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US EPA reports AQI for five major air pollutants under the Clean Air Act.6 The AQI
for ozone is metro DC area’s primary concern because this area has been in non-attainment
of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ozone since 2012 (see Figure
A1.1 in the Appendix). Ozone is the biggest air pollution challenge the area faces. Hence,
controlling emissions from industrial facilities and the mobile sector is crucial to reducing
public health risks. Adding to policies and regulations for air pollution abatement, local
governments utilize an air quality alert program to reduce the adverse health effects of ozone
exposure.
Local air control agencies provide alert information a day in advance to help individuals
avoid pollution exposure and reduce health risks. It is important to note that when air
quality alerts are set a day before, they are not amended to correct forecast errors. Thus,
actual air quality should not affect the alert issued, which is helpful in constructing my
empirical model. If air quality alerts are amended after being set, an endogenous problem
arises and thus biased estimates of the alert effect. This condition may violate the assumption
that avoidance behavior is driven by alerts measured by air quality forecasts. Behavioral
responses to alerts measured by forecasts and actual air quality will understate or overstate
avoidance behavior degree. Therefore, forecasting mistakes do not significantly affect the
RDD treatment effect in this study.
1.2.2 Bike-Share Program
A bike-share program is a short-term bicycle rental service available in many urban areas as
an alternative form of green transportation. The first bike-share projects were designed to
reduce air pollution and traffic congestion in Europe in the 1960s. Hamilton and Wichman
[41] study the Capital Bikeshare in the metro DC area and show that the bike-share
program reduces traffic congestion by 4 percent. This finding implies an annual benefit
of approximately $1.28 million from reducing congestion-induced CO2 emissions. The bike-
share program also promotes healthy exercise and outdoor recreation in a city. According
6Five criteria pollutants regulated by the Clean Air Act are ground-level ozone (O3), particulate matter
(PM), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). I have found only two
PM2.5 alerts in my sample period.
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to the 2013 Capital Bikeshare user survey, 31.5 and 18.4 percent of 2,830 responses reported
reduced stress and weight loss, respectively, as a result of the bike-share program.
Capital Bikeshare is a privately owned public bike-sharing program that serves the metro
DC area.7 SmartBike DC, a former program of Capital Bikeshare, began with 120 bikes at
10 stations in downtown Washington, DC, in August 2008. The program was the first bike-
share system in the U.S. In September 2010, the District of Columbia; Alexandria, VA;
Arlington, VA; and Montgomery County, MD jointly funded and launched this new regional
bike-share program with 400 bikes at 49 stations. Unlike the recent scooter-share or dockless
bike-share system, Capital Bikeshare is still the station-based system, where people can use
a bike at any station and return it to another station. As of April 2018, this program offers
more than 4,300 bikes at 507 stations across six jurisdictions.8 9
1.3 Data
Daily AQI forecast data for the metro DC area comes from EPA’s AirNow. Similar to other
local air control agencies across many US cities, the local agency in the metro DC area
predicts the daily AQI based on weather conditions and current and previous air quality
levels and trends and then provides the records to the EPA. Only one local agency issues air
quality alerts in the metro DC area and forecasts for ozone only during the summer months,
from April to September, as ozone is worse in hotter weather. This study covers 92 orange
and only 2 red alert days in 1,464 days. Therefore, 6.4 and 0.1 percent of code orange and
red alerts occurred during this period.10
7Capital Bikeshare offers several pricing options: as of January 2019, annual membership ($85/year),
30-day membership ($28/30 days), 3-day pass ($17/3 days), 24-hour pass ($8/day), and single trip ($2). All
bike trips under 30 minutes are included in the prices but there are additional time fees after 30 minutes.
8https://www.capitalbikeshare.com/about/. Figure A1.2 in the Appendix reports the number of Capital
Bikeshare stations by year.
9According to the 2017 annual report of the National Association of City Transportation Officials
(NACTO), Capital Bikeshare is the third largest station-based bike-sharing system in the U.S. after Citi
Bike in NYC and Divvy in Chicago.
10Figure A1.3 in the Appendix reports the number of alert days by year. The number of air quality
alerts are large particularly in 2011 and 2012. I estimate the effect of air quality alert on bike-share trip by
dropping data from the periods because it might be a potential problem in the analysis (see Table A1.1 in
the Appendix).
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Average total daily trips per station (counts)
Full sample 32.2 32.7 31.0
[37.5] [38.1] [35.9]
Weekday 32.0 32.6 30.8
[35.2] [35.8] [33.8]
Weekend 32.6 33.2 31.4
[42.2] [43.0] [40.3]
Average total daily trip duration per station (minutes)
Full sample 631.2 650.8 585.2
[1,076.6] [1,107.2] [999.8]
Weekday 547.3 566.6 501.2
[834.5] [866.8] [750.1]
Weekend 828.3 852.1 774.8
[1,479.9] [1,517.3] [1,390.7]
Covariates
AQI forecast for ozone 57.5 54.0 108.8
[21.8] [17.6] [10.6]
Temperature (◦F) 70.8 73.2 65.0
[10.2] [8.5] [11.3]
Wind speed (knots) 7.5 7.4 7.7
[3.1] [2.9] [3.6]
Relative humidity (%) 66.6 66.9 65.9
[13.4] [13.2] [14.0]
Notes: This table shows means and standard deviations (in square brackets) of the number of trips and
trip duration, air quality alerts, and weather variables by alert/non-alert days. The total mean values of the
number of trips and trip duration are based on the station-day level. This study uses data for the sample
period of 2011 to 2018. The months from October to March are dropped here because local air control
agencies typically provide air quality forecasts only during the summer months.
I also collected historical real-time bike trip data from Capital Bikeshare for 2011−2018.
This data set includes trips’ duration, start/end date and time, and starting/ending station
location.11 After collecting the real-time data, I constructed two measures of bike-share trips
at the station-day level, namely, the average total daily number of trips and average total
11Capital Bikeshare staffs have dropped data associated with test trips at its warehouse and any trips
lasting less than 60 seconds. This work eliminates potential data errors in using bikes such as re-docking a
bike to ensure its secure.
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Figure 1.1: Capital Bikeshare Stations in the Metro DC Area
Notes: This figure shows locations of Capital Bikeshare stations, weather monitors, and ozone monitors in
the metro DC area. This study uses data from 507 bike stations, 4 weather monitors, and 7 ozone monitors.
daily trip duration by bike station. Table 1.1 shows that bike-share’s average total daily trip
and trip duration are 32.2 times and 631.2 minutes, respectively.
The trip duration during weekends is longer than during weekdays, whereas weekday
and weekend trip counts have no difference. Table 1.1 presents 828.3 minutes of the average
total daily trip duration on weekends compared with 547.3 minutes on weekdays. Leisure
or recreational bike users may enjoy relatively long-distance trips on weekends, whereas
commuters traveling to work and school by bike may comprise the daily short-distance
riders.12 In addition, the bike-share usage on alert days is smaller than on non-alert days.
12According to the 2014 report of the US Census Bureau, the median commuting time for those who travel
to work by bike is only 19 minutes indicating that an average trip distance is approximately 3 miles.
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Table 1.1 shows that air quality alerts have reduced the average total daily trip duration by
approximately 10 percent. Summary statistics give a preview of the negative relationship
between air quality alerts and bike-share trips that would be obtained by a regression
analysis.
I control for meteorological factors in the analysis not only because ozone levels increase
with heat and sunlight but also because weather conditions directly affect biking. In other
words, the impact of air quality alerts from other unobservable factors of behavioral changes
must be separated to quantify the impact of air quality alerts on avoidance behavior. Weather
data comes from the Global Historical Climatology Network daily database maintained by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Climate Data Center. Four
weather monitors in the metro DC area provide daily measures of average temperature, wind
speed, and relative humidity, as shown in Figure 1.1. I identified the closest weather monitor
for each bike-share station using ArcGIS Pro. I also collected observed ozone levels, which
will be used as an alternative assignment variable in specification tests. Although the metro
DC area has eight ozone-monitoring stations, I end up using data from only seven ozone
monitors after identifying the nearest monitor for each bike-share station.
1.4 Empirical Strategy
1.4.1 Baseline Specification
This study aims to determine whether air quality alerts reduce outdoor activity and examine
the extent to which individuals respond to the alerts. I estimate the effect of air quality alerts
on biking to identify direct behavioral response. A causal effect can be estimated as the
difference in the outcome between bike trips on alert days and non-alert days. Specifically,
I use a sharp RDD to evaluate the causal effect of a binary intervention or treatment.
That is, this design uses expected outcome variation (bike-share trips) with and without the
treatment (air quality alerts).
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Following a generalized RDD model introduced by Imbens and Lemieux [46] and Lee and
Lemieux [53], I estimate the natural log of bike-share trips as follows:
ln(Tripit) = α + τAlertt + f(AQIforecastt;λ) + δXit + ρi + σt + εit, (1.1)
where Tripit denotes a measure of bike-share trips, that is, the number of trips or trip
duration, as recorded at start station i on date t.13 Variations in the number of trips and
trip duration could indicate variations in the extensive and intensive margins of bike-share
demand. In this study, the extensive margin refers to how many trips, whereas the intensive
margin refers to how long to bike per trip. Alertt is a dummy variable that is set to 1 if
ozone alerts are issued on date t.14
Alertt =
1 if AQIforecastt ≥ 101 ;0 else
where AQIforecast is the assignment variable in this RDD model. Thus, the coefficient τ
shows the RDD treatment effect in this study. f(·) is a flexible functional form that could be
linear, quadratic, or cubic terms of AQIforecast, whose slope may vary at the cutoff.15 Xit is
a vector of daily weather and pollution variables, that is, a linear form of temperature, wind
speed, relative humidity, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and particulate
matter (PM2.5). ρi is station fixed effects. σt is time dummies including year, month, day of
the week, and holiday dummies to account for outdoor activity changes. εit is an error term
and is clustered on stations to account for within-station error correlations.
The baseline specification in Equation (1.1) assumes that the relationship between the
outcome and assignment variables can be nonlinear and linear. Meanwhile, recent literature
notes that adding high-order polynomials is often a poor choice in RDD analysis. Gelman
13As the outcome variable is logged, a one-unit change in Alertt would imply a percentage change in bike
trips of 100 · (eτ − 1).
14I assume that there is no variation in air alert alerts across my study areas because there is only one
local agency issuing the alerts in the metro DC area.
15I center the assignment variable on the cutoff point by creating a new variable (=AQIforecast−101).
Adding interaction terms between assignment variable and treatment variable to the model can be useful for
explaining that the treatment affects not only the intercept but also the slope of the regression line (Jacob
et al. [48]).
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and Imbens [32] describe three main issues of controlling for high-order polynomial terms in
a RDD model: noisy estimates, sensitivity to the polynomial order, and a narrow confidence
interval. They recommend the use of local low-order polynomial approaches, particularly
local linear or local quadratic, as discussed by Hahn, Todd, and van der Klaauw [40] and
Porter [75]. Gelman and Zelizer [33] also demonstrate that RDD treatment effects are highly
sensitive to high-order polynomial regressions by examining two published research papers.
Focusing on the estimates using local linear, quadratic, and cubic regressions in this study,
I find that linear regression models are my preferred specification because the results from
the second- and third-order polynomial terms are very noisy.
The implementation of the RDD model is based on few observations in a neighborhood
around a cutoff point. Recent RDD studies prefer restricting bandwidth to small observations
to reduce bias because using all available observations increases the potential for bias.
However, an important issue of this approach is to choose the neighborhood size, referred
to as a bandwidth. Although researchers commonly select the optimal bandwidth in
a nonparametric estimation, I focus on a parametric estimation because the assignment
variable in this study is discrete, not continuous. Thus, bandwidth choices can be simplified
with the discrete assignment variable in this study (Lee and Lemieux [53]). Lee and Card
[52] study the discrete case in RDD design and show that units within narrow bandwidths
cannot be compared.16 They suggest instead modeling parametric regressions from the
selected functional form.
1.4.2 Validity of the Regression Discontinuity Design
The validity of the sharp RDD relies on the assumption that the conditional expectations
of the observed outcome are continuous in the assignment variable. Variation in treatment
around a cutoff point can be as good as random if the assignment variable is randomized.
Treated and control groups remain similar in their observed covariates to test whether the
RDD of this study meets the local randomization assumption. A possible discontinuity in
the value of weather and pollution variables at the cutoff point can be easily identified.
16With an irreducible gap between units just below the cutoff and units just above, the treatment effect
is not identified in the absence of a parametric assumption (Lee and Card [52]).
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For example, if the amount of precipitation has a discontinuity at the AQI forecast 101,
then it is unlikely to be the result of air quality alerts. In Figure 1.4 in the Appendix, no
discontinuities of weather and pollution are found at the same cutoff used to give the alerts.
A complementary and more direct approach is used to test the validity of the RDD,
that is, examination of the density of the assignment variable itself (McCrary [60]). When
the density of the assignment variable for each bike trip is discontinuous, it may provoke
skepticism about the manipulation of the assignment variable. For example, in this context,
if a local air control agency’s director is the only person who forecasts the AQI for ozone,
he/she may completely determine whether to issue air quality alerts by setting the AQI
accordingly. Therefore, assignment variables can be manipulated to determine the treatment
status. Using a conventional McCrary [60] test, I checked for the validity of this continuity
assumption, as shown in Figure A1.5 in the Appendix.17 No discontinuity is found in the
density of the AQI around the cutoff, which implies that the assignment variable is not
manipulated.
In local randomization, the assignment to treatment is independent of the covariates
because the outcome variable and the assignment variable determine a standard RD
estimation. Thus, it is not necessary to include additional covariates in a standard RDD
model (Lee and Lemieux [53]). However, in practice, applied researchers often include them
in their specifications to obtain consistent estimates of the treatment effect (Calonico et al.
[12]). Additionally, my RDD differs from many cross-sectional RDD as it uses panel data.
Panel data model is identified using variations in time and cross-sectional units. Thus, I can
take account of covariates that are discontinuous in time, such as day-of-week effects. For
example, recreational bike trips on weekends have longer trips than commuting trips to work
on weekdays (Xie and Wang [89]).18
17McCrary [60] estimates a binned histogram of the assignment variable and then employs a local linear
regression to examine a discontinuity at the cutoff point. The test shows the estimated log difference in
heights at the cutoff point. I can implement this test using the Stata package DCdensity.
18I also estimate my RDD model excluding covariates in specification tests and the main results are
unchanged.
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(a) Trips (20, 40, 60 Bins)
(b) Trip duration (20, 40, 60 Bins)
Figure 1.2: Residual Plots
Notes: Using 20, 40, and 60 bins, points plotted present average residuals by the AQI obtained after




A RDD analysis typically begins with a graphical presentation to provide visual evidence
of the relationship between assignment and outcome variables. It allows researchers to
check whether a jump or discontinuity exists around the cutoff. However, a scatter plot
of individual data points is quite noisy and less useful using large sample sizes, making
it difficult to determine any pattern along the distribution.19 A binned scatter plot can
be a good alternative approach by diving the assignment variable into several equal-sized
19Points plotted of the trip duration are based on the individual trip level (over twelve million of trips)
while those of the number of trips are based on the aggregate trip counts at the station-day level (over three
hundred thousand of trip counts). Scatter plots with the huge observations yielded a solid black cloud and
an obscure relationship between the bike trip and the AQI forecast.
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intervals, hence making the pattern look clean. Figure 1.2 presents binned residual plots by
dividing the AQI forecast into 20, 40, and 60 bins based on their fitted values and plotting
the average residuals for each bin.20 21 Following Holladay, Price, and Wanamaker’s [44]
approach, I calculated the residuals after estimating a baseline RDD including weather and
pollution controls, time dummies, and station fixed effects. I can see the differences in the
unexplained variation in bike-share trips across alert and non-alert days by excluding the
alert dummy and the assignment variables.22 Thus, the residuals arise from the differences
that are associated with air quality alerts.
Figure A1.2 shows a downward-sloping outcome with the treatment, suggesting that air
quality alerts reduce bike-share trips, though no discernible reduction is observed above
the cutoff. One may be concerned about a positive slope of the residuals below the AQI
50. I have found that the low bike share usage is closely related to rainy days. Figure
A1.4 in the Appendix shows the negative relationship between humidity and AQI forecast.
Rain positively influences air quality but negatively influences biking. Furthermore, the
observations far from the cutoff do not significantly affect my RDD estimates because I will
focus more on small observations around the cutoff by following the local randomization
assumption in RDD.23
To assess the statistical significance of the differences in bike trips, I estimate Equation
(1.1) using different bandwidths as well as the full sample. Column 1 of Table 1.2 shows
the results from my baseline RDD model using all observations in the sample period. Both
point estimates are negative and statistically significant, which suggests that air quality
alerts reduce the number of bike trips and trip duration by 7 and 10.6 percent, respectively.
However, as shown in the figure above, the point estimates may be biased downwards due
to a steep negative slope above the cutoff. Using observations far from the cutoff is likely to
20Figure A1.6 in the Appendix presents the binned scatter residual plots using 80 and 100 bins.
21The vertical dashed red line of the plots shows the cutoff value, above which people receive alert
information and below which they do not receive.
22To measure the effect of media coverage on energy production, Holladay, Price, and Wanamaker [44]
begin by examining residuals from a regression including the set of controls but excluding the media and
press release indicators. The residuals show the underlying differences in the unexplained variation in energy
production across media and non-media days.
23Several exceptional points exist around the AQI 130. I found that a couple of alerts were issued on
Independence day weekend. Thus, the exceptional points may be driven by a large number of bike-share
trips at that time. This is not a problem when I restrict the sample around the cutoff.
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Table 1.2: Baseline Results
Full sample 2-Bandwidth 5-Bandwidth 10-Bandwidth
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert −.070*** −.016* −.027*** −.021***
(.004) (.009) (.009) (.007)
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert −.106*** −.034** −.059*** −.051***
(.007) (.015) (.016) (.012)
N 374,862 14,703 25,387 35,985
Notes: This table shows the results of separate RD regressions using different bandwidths as well as the full
sample. All regressions include weather and pollution variables, day of the week, holidays, year, month, and
station fixed effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
produce an inaccurate approximation near the cutoff and lead to biased estimates (Gelman
and Imbens [32]). The results of column 1 demonstrate that graphing the data before running
a regression has an important advantage in estimating the treatment effect.
Using a narrow bandwidth helps reduce the bias but weakens the statistical power with
a small sample size. For a 2-bandwidth model, point estimates indicate that air quality
alerts significant affect bike trips. This finding suggests a 1.6 and 3.4 percent decrease in the
number of trips and trip duration. As expected, standard errors are relatively larger. Using
5- and 10-bandwidths models, I find larger effects that air quality alerts reduce the number of
trips and trip duration by 2.1−2.7 and 5.1−5.9 percent, respectively. My point estimates are
consistent across different bandwidths (see Table A1.2 in the Appendix). These consistent
estimates support local governments’ air quality alert program that encourage people to
reduce air pollution exposure.
Next, I explore the effect of air quality alerts on bike-share trips by employing a
nonparametric approach. Numerous RDD studies use nonparametric methods to obtain
optimal bandwidth or reduce bias in RDD estimates. Unlike a parametric estimation,
a nonparametric estimation relies on a kernel regression, which is a fundamentally local
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Table 1.3: Local Linear Regression: Nonparametric Estimation
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert −.021** −.025*** −.023*** −.025**
(.009) (.010) (.008) (.010)
Bandwidth size 2 5 10 4.672
Polynomial linear linear linear linear
N 14,703 25,387 35,985 21,299
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert −.043*** −.045*** −.053*** −.040***
(.015) (.017) (.013) (.015)
Bandwidth size 2 5 10 2.588
Polynomial linear linear linear linear
N 14,703 25,387 35,985 14,703
Notes: This table shows the results of separate local linear RDD regressions using different bandwidths.
Based on a nonparametic approach, the estimates rely on a kernel regression. Column 4 uses the optimal
bandwidth which minimizes mean squared error. All regressions include weather and pollution variables,
day of the week, holidays, year, month, and station fixed effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses
are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
method, hence putting more weight on observations near the cutoff (Lee and Lemieux [53]).
Table 1.3 shows the results from nonparametric regressions based on a triangular kernel.
Particularly, column 4 of Table 1.3 presents the estimates from the optimal IK bandwidth
designed to minimize mean squared error (Imbens and Kalyanaraman [45]).24
Table 1.3 illustrates that point estimates are generally consistent with those obtained
from a parametric estimation above. In column 4, the optimal bandwidths based on the
IK implementation are 4.672 and 2.588, respectively. The number of samples within a
bandwidth 2.588 is the same as the number within a bandwidth 2 because this study uses
a discrete assignment variable. In the case of a discrete assignment variable, comparing
outcomes within narrow bandwidths of the cutoff may be difficult because the treatment
effect is not identified in a nonparametric assumption (Lee and Card [52]). Lee and Card
suggest instead choosing a particular functional form for the parametric model.
24I estimate nonparametric models of the RDD using the Stata package rd.
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Table 1.4: Low-Order Polynomials
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert −.027*** −.023 −.029** −.021*** −.017* −.023
(.009) (.019) (.013) (.007) (.010) (.016)
AIC 28619 28621 28621 40521 40524 40526
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert −.059*** −.034 −.086*** −.051*** −.023 −.064**
(.016) (.031) (.023) (.012) (.018) (.027)
AIC 52443 52444 52444 74111 74109 74108
Bandwidth size 5 5 5 10 10 10
Polynomial linear quadratic cubic linear quadratic cubic
N 25,387 25,387 25,387 35,985 35,985 35,985
Notes: This table shows the results of separate local RDD regressions using different polynomial
specifications (first-, second-, and third-order polynomials) and 5- and 10- bandwidths. All regressions
include weather and pollution variables, day of the week, holidays, year, month, and station fixed effects.
Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
The function f(·) in Equation (1.1) represents the relationship between the outcome and
assignment variables. Various functional forms can be tested to determine which model best
describes the data and minimizes bias. One of challenges for the parametric estimation is
the choice of the polynomial regression order. Table 1.4 explores local low-order polynomial
approximations, including first-, second-, and third-order polynomials, which are flexible
functional forms. To select the appropriate functional form, I use the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), which is a well-known measure of model fit.
Table 1.4 shows the negative relationship between air quality alerts and bike-share trips
across three polynomial specifications. Point estimates of linear models are consistent with
those of cubic models, but the estimates are somewhat smaller and not statistically significant
in the quadratic models. Linear models have the smallest AIC value with 5-bandwidth,
whereas a cubic model for the trip duration has the smallest AIC value with 10-bandwidth. A
linear regression model can be a preferred specification in this analysis because the estimates
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with the second- and third-order polynomials are quite noisy.25 This finding is consistent with
Gelman and Imbens [32], suggesting that using high-order polynomials for the assignment
variable is not good for RDD. Thus, Gelman and Imbens recommend instead the use of local
linear or quadratic polynomials in RDD analysis.
1.5.2 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
The purpose a bike was used for is difficult to capture in this study because the data set does
not include bike user information. Alternatively, day-of-week and time-of-day examinations
of bike-share trip patterns may help understand different trip purposes. A bike-share program
is popular with commuters during weekday peak hours, whereas leisure users generally take
a bike on weekends for fun and exercise (O’Brien, Cheshire, and Batty [70]). Figure 1.3
(a) and (b) show the daily distribution of the average number of trips and trip duration
by day-of-week at a bike station level. The average trip duration of bike share is higher
on weekends than on weekdays as shown previously in summary statistics. In contrast, no
discernible difference is observed in the number of bike-share trips on each day of the week.
Such a pattern is logical if leisure riders tend to spend more time with bike share compared
with those who commute to work and school by bike share. Figure 1.3 (c) and (d) show that
weekday morning and afternoon peaks have higher bike-share demand.
Table 1.5 shows weekday and weekend differential responses to air quality alerts by adding
an interaction term of the alert and weekend indicators.26 27 Particularly, I examine the
effects of air quality alerts at peak and off-peak hours by using disaggregated hourly data.
District Department of Transportation defines morning peak from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and
afternoon peak from 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM. The midday off-peak is from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
and the night off-peak is from 7:00 PM to 7:00 AM. Weekends and holidays have no peak
25This corresponds to residual plots in Figure 1.2 which show a linear or quadratic relationship.
26The weekends include national holidays in this analysis.
27For weekday trips, the coefficient on the alert dummy itself would be interpreted as the alert effect on
bike trips because of no interaction term. However, for weekend trips, the effect of the alert on bike trips
depends on the coefficients on both the alert dummy and the interaction term. Exploring this heterogeneous
treatment effect, I use an interaction approach rather than a separate sample analysis for each subgroup, as
splitting the sample causes loss of substantive information and efficiency (Becker, Egger, and Von Ehrlich
[8]).
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(a) Day-of-week (number of trips) (b) Day-of-week (trip duration)
(c) Time-of-day (number of trips) (d) Time-of-day (trip duration)
Figure 1.3: Travel Patterns of Bike Share
Notes: This figure shows the average number of trips and trip duration by day-of-week (upper panel) and
by time-of-day on weekdays (lower panel) at a bike station level.
Sources: Author’s calculation from the Capital Bikeshare database.
hours. Hence, I do not explore the heterogeneity of the alert effects across various times of
the weekend.
This analysis sheds light on the different behavior responses to alerts across different days
of the week and times of the day. Table 1.5 presents a relatively greater response to alerts
on weekends. This finding suggests that alerts reduce the number of trips and trip duration
on weekends by 2.8 and 3.7 percent. For weekday trips, air quality alerts positively correlate
with bike-share usage in morning and afternoon peaks, but the point estimates are not
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert .004 .015*** −.005 −.007* −.028***
(.006) (.005) (.003) (.004) (.008)
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert .002 .013 −.028*** −.011* −.037***
(.009) (.009) (.006) (.006) (.013)
Notes: This table shows the results of separate local RDD regressions using 5-bandwidth by weekday and
weekend trips. All regressions include weather and pollution variables, day of the week, year, month, hour,
and station fixed effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
statistically significant in columns 1 and 2. However, they reduce bike-share usage during
the off-peak hours. The results are consistent with the findings of Saberian, Heyes, and
Rivers [80]. They show that recreational cyclists and cyclists commuting to work differently
respond to air quality warnings considering people may easily delay recreational cycling or
replace it with other activities on poor air quality days.28
The nature of these two trips, a discretion degree, may be helpful in understanding my
results. Bike trips could be either mandatory if bike users have a daily schedule, such as
trips to work, or optional if their trips are flexible, such as recreational activities.29 For
mandatory trips that are carried out routinely, the cost of changing trip conditions may be
high. Mandatory trip users could afford at the expense of poor air quality. By contrast, for
flexible trip users, the cost of postponing or cancelling a bike trip may be low. Therefore,
28To examine heterogeneous responses, they attempt to separate cycle routes into commuting and leisure
routes based on more heavily used on weekdays or on weekends. However, their categorization seems unclear
and arbitrary.
29If a commuter takes a bike ride every day, it makes more financial sense to buy his/her own bike rather
than to purchase a bike-share membership. However, depending on where a commuter live, he/she may
benefit from purchasing a membership. Bike share is a good option for those who would not able to ride a
bike, commuting long distances by bus, subway, or train. It could be a convenient and effective way to move
between home or office and transport hub.
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Figure 1.4: Eight Wards in Washington, DC
Notes: This figure shows a map of eight wards including bike lanes and signed bike routes in Washington,
DC.
responses to air quality alerts may vary between two trip purposes, depending on the cost
of avoiding poor air quality.
Thus far, I have examined the effects of air quality alerts at different times of the day
considering the bike usage patterns for commuting and leisure. However, it is likely that
these effects also vary even in different locations of the metro DC area. Vogel [87] finds that
location characteristics are germane to bike-share trip production and attraction. According
to a study of the Capital Bikeshare (2017), numerous Capital Bikeshare stations are located
in the central DC area because tourist attractions and office areas are the driving force
behind bike-share usage. Bike-share stations are strategically placed around subway stations
and in business districts to encourage people to use public transportation and/or bikes for
commuting trips. Additionally, several studies have addressed a range of socioeconomic and
demographic determinants as well as bike infrastructure and accessibility that influence bike
usage in commuting trips. For example, bike commuters are generally more likely to be
younger people, who enjoy physical activities. On average, men bike more than women, that
is, men account for two-thirds of its members, according to a 2017 Citi Bike NYC report.
Therefore, exploring the location characteristics may offer further evidence of differential
behavioral responses to air quality alerts in different bike trip purposes.
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Table 1.6: Factors Influencing Bike-Share Usage by Each Ward
Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4 Ward 5 Ward 6 Ward 7 Ward 8
population density (people per sq. mi.) 32267.6 8730.4 7575 9152.8 7729.3 13198.1 7961.8 6595.6
housing units 37638 43635 41792 32675 35429 42473 33232 33924
median household income (dollars) 80794 99422 109909 71545 55063 90903 39828 31642
% unemployed 7.1 3.9 3.9 10.7 16.5 7.4 20 25.4
% male 49 50.4 45.1 48 47.3 47.9 46 45
median age 31.3 30.9 36.2 39.2 35.5 34.2 38.1 28.9
% non-white 43.2 22.5 14.4 72.2 80.2 43.4 96.9 95.2
% bachelor’s degree or higher 63.7 82.7 85.4 45.3 36.3 65.5 16.1 13.6
% no vehicles available 44.8 47.9 23.1 23.8 31.9 33.4 38.8 46.8
% commuting to work by bike 8.5 5.4 3.6 3.8 5.3 6.5 1.9 1.7
bike share stations 30 91 20 16 23 62 16 19
Metro stations 2 11 5 2 3 11 4 2
bike lanes (mi.) 13.9 22.6 10.4 9.5 10.7 26.3 8.3 3
signed bike routes (mi.) 5.7 11.7 11.7 11.7 12.7 17.9 12.5 8.5
Notes: This table shows the socioeconomic, demographic, and built environment factors that affect bike-share usage for eight wards in DC.
Sources: American Community Survey (2010−2014), District Department of Transportation
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Ward 1 .017 .005 .027** .004 −.014
(.019) (.017) (.011) (.011) (.026)
Ward 2 −.004 .004 −.021*** −.012* −.043***
(.011) (.010) (.007) (.007) (.016)
Ward 3 .034 .007 .007 −.028** .033
(.028) (.030) (.014) (.010) (.035)
Ward 4 .004 .032 −.021 −.010 −.005
(.038) (.031) (.012) (.030) (.043)
Ward 5 −.018 .047* .010 .006 −.039**
(.026) (.025) (.015) (.013) (.019)
Ward 6 .007 .014 −.001 −.008 −.034*
(.013) (.011) (.008) (.008) (.019)
Ward 7 .052 .032** −.000 .036 .018
(.030) (.013) (.016) (.023) (.052)
Ward 8 .011 .054 .018 .027 −.051
(.054) (.033) (.022) (.020) (.067)
Notes: This table shows the results of separate local RDD regressions by ward and time of day using 5-
bandwidth. Outcome variable is the natural log of the number of bike-share trips. All regressions include
weather and pollution variables, day of the week, year, month, hour, and station fixed effects.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
Washington, DC includes diverse places with different socioeconomic situations. To
explore variations in behavioral responses to air quality alerts across neighborhoods and over
time, I split my estimation sample into the eight wards that comprise Washington, DC, each
with approximately 80,000 residents. Figure 1.4 shows a map with eight wards, and Table
1.6 lists some socioeconomic, demographic, and built environmental factors that affect each
ward’s bike-share usage. Table 1.6 also indicates that the proportion of commuting by bike
is higher within downtown neighborhoods, such as wards 1, 2, 5, and 6. Commuting by bike
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is particularly attractive to downtown residents given traffic congestion, short commuting
distance, and protected bike lanes.30
To investigate potential heterogeneous responses across the eight wards and over time,
Table 1.7 reports results from subgroup analyses showing the estimated effect of air quality
alerts on bike share trips.31 Broadly speaking, these point estimates are statistically
insignificant during weekday peak hours. These results provide no evidence that behavioral
responses vary by neighborhoods. However, I find that the bike trip-reducing effects during
the weekends are concentrated especially in wards 2, 5, and 6, which include busy areas
of downtown DC. This finding reaffirms the results in Table 1.5, suggesting that bike trip-
reducing effects are driven by recreational and leisure trips, not by commuting trips. In
particular, there appears to be strong evidence of the effects in the central area, where
people can have more alternative indoor activities, such as museums and major retails.
1.5.3 Specification Tests
I conduct several specification tests to explore alternative possibilities that may explain my
results. Each of the following specifications is based on a preferred specification, which is a
linear RDD model with 5-bandwidth. First, I examine the existence of a significant effect
at a placebo cutoff point, where no effect should be observed. My identification strategy
is based on the assumption that AQI forecast values below 101 are a good comparison to
isolate bike-share trips from the effect of air quality alerts. However, if bike-share usage has
behavioral changes below the AQI forecast 101 or an unobserved pattern exists, which is
not controlled for, then the RDD treatment effect in this study would be biased. Assuming
that bike users receive air quality alerts when the AQI forecast is greater than or equal to
91, column 1 of Table 1.8 reports the result from this placebo test. No significant treatment
effect occurs at the placebo cutoff point as expected.
Lee and Lemieux [53] note that the inclusion of covariates reduces the sampling variability
in the RDD estimation, if the RDD design is valid. However, including them in a local
30Figure A1.7 in the Appendix shows that bike-share usage is much higher in downtown neighborhoods
than in non-downtown neighborhoods.
31Table A1.3 in the Appendix also presents the effect of air quality alerts on bike share trip duration,
separated both by time of day and by ward.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert .009 −.020** −.026** −.024*** −.038***
(.016) (.009) (.012) (.009) (.011)
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert −.005 −.039*** −.062*** −.058*** −.068***
(.029) (.015) (.021) (.015) (.018)
N 21,235 25,387 17,676 24,489 19,018
Notes: This table shows the results of different model specifications. Column 1 indicates a placebo test using
a cutoff value 91. Column 2 excludes covariates in the baseline model. Column 3 uses an actual observed
AQI rather than the AQI forecast as the assignment variable. Column 4 uses a lagged dependent variable
as another covariate. Column 5 uses samples only for warmer months, June and August. All regressions are
based on a 5-bandwidth model. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
randomization in the RDD design is unnecessary. Although the covariates are used to
improve the precision in the baseline RDD model, the presence of the covariates should
not change the identification strategy (Imbens and Lemieux [46]). In column 2, I explore
the sensitivity of the results by excluding weather and pollution variables. I can observe
significant reductions in bike-share trips on alert days, though point estimates are somewhat
smaller because the estimate for Alert suffers from a downward bias with the omitted
variables.32
AQI forecast determines air quality alerts. For this reason, I have defined the AQI
forecast as an assignment variable in my RDD analysis. As the AQI forecast value and an
actual AQI value are more likely to be correlated, assuming that the actual AQI value can
be an alternative assignment variable in specification testing is sensible.33 Point estimates
32Weather conditions and pollution levels are likely to be correlated with both biking decisions and air
quality alerts.
33In a 5-bandwidth model, alerts were issued 48 days in 85 days. However, there were 21 days of forecasts
error that actual AQI values were not above 100. On the other hand, 6 days of forecast error had actual
AQI values of above 100 on non-alert days.
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in column 3 remain unchanged, which implies that my analysis is free from forecast errors.
Following Lee and Lemieux [53], I also consider the lagged outcome variable Tripit−1 as
simply another control variable in period t. If Tripit is highly persistent over time, Tripit−1
will be a good predictor in reducing the sampling error in the panel data set. In column 4,
the effects of air quality alerts have similar magnitude to the baseline results. This finding
suggests that the main results are not sensitive to the lagged outcome variable. Furthermore,
I test for effects using samples for summer months, from June to August, as shown in column
5. The bike trip-reducing effects are stronger in warmer months because air quality alerts
are issued more often during hot weather.34
1.5.4 Consecutive Alerts
An extension of my empirical strategy is a dynamic model that allows for the effects of air
quality alerts issued on consecutive days on bike-share usage. In the summer months, poor
ozone pollution sometimes lasts for a few consecutive days. In the sample period, one-time
alerts account only for 31 percent of all alerts but more than 60 percent of alerts are issued
on consecutive days. Individuals’ different responses to consecutive alerts may be important
for an air quality alert program. To see the behavioral dynamics of consecutive alerts, I
modify my baseline model following a two-day model introduced by Graff Zivin and Neidell
[90].35 I express the dynamic version of Equation (1.1) as follows:
ln(Tripit) = α + β1Alertt + β2Alertt−1 + β3Alertt × Alertt−1 + f(AQI forecastt;λ1)
+ g(AQI forecastt−1;λ2) + δ1Xit + δ2Xit−1 + ρi + σt + σt−1 + εit,
(1.2)
Alertt =
1 if AQI forecastt ≥ 101 ;0 else
34Air quality alerts issued from June to August account for approximately 80 percent of all alerts in my
study.
35Using attendance data at the Los Angeles Zoo and the Griffith Park Observatory, Graff Zivin and Neidell
[90] show the possibility of ‘alert fatigue’ that individuals are less likely to be sensitive to consecutive alerts.
When alerts are issued on consecutive days, they show evidence of a rebound effect because visiting a zoo is
an infrequent event or not easy to postpone.
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Table 1.9: Consecutive Alerts
(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. Log(trips)
First day response .002 −.014 −.014*
(.010) (.010) (.008)
Second day response −.033* −.010 −.037***
(.017) (.013) (.010)
p-value of difference .053 .736 .013
Panel B. Log(duration)
First day response −.017 −.044*** −.044***
(.018) (.017) (.013)
Second day response −.050* −.016 −.068***
(.028) (.022) (.017)
p-value of difference .283 .189 .143
Bandwidth size 2 5 10
Polynomial linear linear linear
N 14,162 24,489 34,800
Notes: This table shows the results of separate local RDD regressions using different bandwidths and two
consecutive alerts. A p-value comes from an F -test for whether the coefficients of two different responses are
the same. All regressions include weather and pollution variables, day of the week, holidays, year, month,
and station fixed effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
Alertt−1 =
1 if AQI forecastt−1 ≥ 101 ;0 else
where Alertt−1 is a lagged alert dummy variable. I add an interaction term between
contemporaneous and lagged alerts to allow the effect of the alert issued on date t to vary
depending on the alert issued on date t− 1. The effect of a one-time alert is still β1 because
Alertt−1 is zero. However, when the alert is issued on two consecutive days, the effect of the
alert is β1 + β3 on the second day.
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Table 1.9 reports the results for two consecutive alerts.36 The results suggest that bike-
share users are more sensitive to second-day alerts than to first-day alerts in 2- and 10-
bandwidth models, though the two responses have no statistically significant difference.37
Bike-share users may miss the first alert information, but they are more likely to be exposed
to the information and acknowledge the seriousness of pollution over time. As increased
pollution exposure raises healthcare costs, they may be willing to avoid outdoor activities
with consecutive alerts. In light of policy implications, local governments and the media
may increase their efforts to publicize first-day alerts. As global warming and climate change
make poor air quality longer and more frequent, understanding these dynamic responses is
important (Graff Zivin and Neidell [90]).
1.6 Conclusion
I examine the link between air quality information and avoidance behavior in the analysis
using a panel data set of bike-share trips. Employing a range of bandwidths and functional
forms in RDD, I provide strong empirical evidence that bike-share users respond to air
quality alerts, reducing the number of trips and trip duration in the metro DC area. The
results support government’s role in improving public health by disseminating air quality
information about health risks. In terms of policy implications, information disclosure and
air pollution exposure avoidance can be cost-effective health and environmental policies.
Furthermore, understanding heterogeneous treatment effects has important implications for
an air quality alert program, which suggests that alert responses vary across different bike
trip purposes.
This study has several limitations that future research should consider. First, as this
empirical analysis focuses on a reduced form model identifying a treatment effect, I am unable
to determine the extent to which individuals pay attention to air quality information.38 A
36When I use the dynamic analysis with three or four consecutive alerts, the results are not feasible due
to a small number of them.
37Large p-values of difference indicate no statistically significant difference between the two estimated
coefficients.
38Future research would use data on the intensity of media coverage or Google Trends data to explore the
public’s interest and concern for air quality alerts.
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statistically significant treatment effect indicates that reduced bike-share trips result from
avoidance behavior. However, this finding is insufficient to show evidence of individual
avoidance behavior in response to air quality alerts. Potential avoidance behavior may be
greater among sensitive groups, such as the elderly and children. Second, a bike ride is more
discretionary than other types of outdoor activities, such as farming and landscaping. These
outdoor activities are less discretionary and may not respond to air quality alerts because the
cost of reducing air pollution exposure is relatively high. Lastly, information on bike users




Effect of Gasoline Tax on Air Quality:
Lesson from New Jersey’s Gasoline
Tax Increase
2.1 Introduction
High sales taxes affect consumer behavior because consumers are more likely to avoid
spending more money on taxes. If high gasoline taxes encourage people to drive less,
then they can be used to correct environmental externalities associated with automobile
use, including pollution, congestion, and accidents (Parry, Walls, and Harrington [73]).
Meanwhile, previous studies have suggested that the optimal gasoline tax in the US is more
than twice the current level, given the fact that gasoline has an inelastic demand. Parry
and Small [72] suggest the US optimal gasoline tax of 1.01 dollars per gallon by deriving the
second-best optimal gasoline tax using external cost components and Ramsey tax.1
Although most US states have raised their gasoline taxes in recent years, gasoline taxes
are still much lower than the optimal taxes that the literature estimates.2 Moreover, raising
1Using Parry and Small model and considering the oil dependence cost, Lin and Prince [57] present the
optimal California state gasoline tax of 1.37 dollars per gallon. Wood [88] also examines the optimal gasoline
taxes for Ontario and Toronto in Canada and his findings show the second-best optimal gasoline tax of 40.57
cents per litre in 2006 Canadian dollars.
2State gasoline taxes range from 14 to 61 cents per gallon as of July 2019. They are still less than a dollar
per gallon even including the federal tax of 18.4 cents.
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the gasoline taxes is a politically sensitive issue. Thus, the states have increased by less
than 10 cents per gallon only. In this paper, I focus on a 23-cent-per-gallon increase in New
Jersey’s state gasoline tax on November 1, 2016, and explore the impact of this relatively
large increase. The extent to which this gasoline tax increase reduces local air pollution can
be an important empirical question as climate change and air quality issues become one of
the greatest threats.
Understanding the relationship between gasoline tax increase and local air pollution
is useful for measuring potential environmental effects of tax increases. A large body of
literature estimates consumer responses to gasoline prices and/or taxes and addresses the
implications for environment (Lin and Zeng [58]; Austin and Dinan [6]; Sipes and Mendelsohn
[86]). However, direct empirical evidence on the impacts of gasoline taxes on air pollution is
scarce. In this study, I attempt to take a shortcut by focusing on variations in mobile source
air pollution caused by policy changes in gasoline tax. This could also explain the relationship
between gasoline taxes and consumption or driving behavior. This paper’s research question
is closely related to Davis and Kilian [25]. However, Davis and Kilian exploit the historical
variation in the US federal and state gasoline taxes to examine the effect of gasoline taxes
and carbon emissions.3
To evaluate a causal effect of the policy intervention, I use two methods−a difference-
in-differences (DID) method and synthetic control method (SCM). First, I apply the DID
method to compare pollution levels in treated and non-treated states before and after the
gasoline tax increase at the air monitor-day level. I define New Jersey’s air monitors and
those of other 25 states as treatment and control groups in the DID model, respectively. I
seek to estimate the average treatment effect on the treated based on two standard time
periods and groups set up. Despite the expansion of gasoline tax increases in recent years,
there is little empirical work with a quasi-experimental research design for ex-post policy
evaluation of gasoline taxes.4
3Davis and Kilian [25] show that a 10-cent-per-gallon gasoline tax increase would reduce carbon emissions
from the transportation sector in the US by 1.5 percent.
4One of the challenges has been a lack of variation in gasoline taxes. The US federal gasoline tax has
remained at 18.4 cents per gallon since 1993 and it is only recently that most states have raised or reformed
their state gasoline taxes.
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Second, I also employ an SCM developed by Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller [1] to
estimate the aggregate-level effect of a policy intervention. The identifying assumption of
the DID approach is that only air monitors in New Jersey are exposed to a treatment in
the post-policy period. However, this assumption may be problematic in that the number of
air monitors in New Jersey is quite small.5 With a small number of treated groups, a DID
estimation may not perform well due to non-normal distributed data or serially correlated
errors (Conley and Taber [21]; Ferman and Pinto [30]). To address this problem, I use a
SCM as an alternative approach that weakens the assumptions of the DID method. A policy
intervention took place at an aggregate level, which is the state level in this study. Thus, this
method would be a reasonable tool using aggregate data and state-level weights to create a
synthetic control state. The analysis results show that pollutant concentrations between the
actual and synthetic New Jersey after the gasoline tax increase have no difference. Therefore,
this supplementary estimation is consistent with the DID estimation.
I focus primarily on variation in the ambient concentrations of mobile source pollutants
for 2014−2018. Mobile source pollutants include carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides
(NOx), which consists of nitrogen oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and hydrocarbons
(HC).6 Automobile emissions also contribute to the ambient concentrations of particulate
matters (PM2.5 and PM10) and sulfur dioxide (SO2), but the contribution of these pollutants
is very small. Moreover, PM2.5 and PM10 come mostly from diesel engine emissions rather
than petrol engine emissions. According to the EPA’s 2014 National Emissions Inventory,
on-road gasoline vehicles contribute approximately 20.9 million tons/year of CO and 2.4
million tons/year of NO2 emissions.
7
The main results suggest that New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase negatively affects local
air quality, but the results are statistically insignificant. Point estimates show that New
Jersey’s CO and NOx levels are 3.6 and 1 percent, respectively, lower than those in other
states with the gasoline tax increase. However, none of these differences are significant at
meaningful levels. The results should be interpreted carefully because estimates are not
5In New Jersey, air quality monitors for CO and NOx are 6 and 10, respectively.
6Data on variation in hydrocarbons (HC) is not available.
7Total emissions of CO and NO2 are approximately 70.1 and 14.5 million tons/year, respectively. On-road
gasoline vehicles lead to 0.2 million tons/year of PM10, 0.06 million tons/year of PM2.5, and 0.02 million
tons/year of SO2 emissions.
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statistically significant but have a wide confidence interval that may include potentially
important impacts. I also find that gasoline tax increase reduces PM2.5 and SO2 levels,
which are co-pollutants, but not statistically significant. The results remain consistent across
various robustness checks and sensitivity analyses.
Evidence from additional sources shows that gasoline tax increase did not successfully
reduce the amount of automobile travel and gasoline sales volume. New Jersey’s gasoline
tax increase raised vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 2.4 percent and decreased gasoline
sales volume by 0.3 percent. However, these results are not statistically significant. The
gasoline tax increase was weak to significantly impact driving behavior in the short run.
Switching to more fuel-efficient cars or adjusting drivers’ residence may take time. Real
impacts of gasoline tax increases may occur in the long run. Additionally, if sales volume
has been constant even after the gasoline tax increase, then higher gasoline taxes can be
a stable source of local government revenue. Policymakers who are interested in raising
transportation funds could pursue policies associated with gasoline tax increases.
Drivers may respond to gasoline tax or price changes because of persistence and salience
(Li, Linn, and Muehlegger [56]).8 Adjusting driving behavior or buying a fuel-efficient car
causes drivers to respond more to persistent than transitory change in gasoline taxes or prices.
It seems to be related to long-term response rather than short-term response. However,
salience could be large for the tax change even in the short run because the media makes
more efforts to inform the public of the policy change, especially with considerable changes.
Based on the intuition and rationality used in prior research, this paper focuses on the
short-term effect of the gasoline tax changes.9 Although my analysis examines the short-
term impacts with a relatively recent policy change, estimation of long-term impacts is left
for future work.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides the background on gasoline taxes.
Section 3 describes the data used for the analysis and Section 4 introduces the empirical
approach. Section 5 reports and discusses the results. Section 6 concludes.
8This is in line with literature on tax. For example, Chetty, Looney, and Kroft [18] note that consumers’
knowledge about sales taxes affects consumer behavior.
9Assuming that similar trends in gasoline prices emerge across states. I can focus on the effect of gasoline
tax change by ruling out a potential problem of price endogeneity.
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Figure 2.1: Variation in Gasoline Tax by State
Notes: This figure shows the variation in gasoline tax by state for the last five years, 2014−2018. 29 states
have changed their state gasoline taxes during the period. Historical data on tax rates comes from the
Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center.
2.2 Background and Motivation
The US government imposed the first federal gasoline tax of 1 cent per gallon in 1932. This
tax had been increasing until 1993, and drivers now pay 18.4 cents per gallon on gasoline.
According to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA), the federal gasoline tax
includes an excise tax of 18.3 cents per gallon and a leaking underground storage tank fee of
0.1 cent per gallon.10 At the state level, Oregon was the first to levy a gasoline tax of 1 cent
per gallon in 1919, and after only over a decade, every state had a gasoline tax. State taxes
include excise taxes, environmental taxes, special taxes, and inspection fees. As of August
2018, the national average of total state gasoline taxes is 28.62 cents per gallon (EIA).
10As of August 2018, the federal diesel tax is 24.4 cents per gallon including an excise tax of 24.3 cents
per gallon and a leaking underground storage tank fee of 0.1 cents per gallon.
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Figure 2.2: Average Retail Prices for Regular Gasoline
Notes: This figure shows the weekly retail prices for regular gasoline (U.S. dollars per gallon, including taxes)
both in New Jersey and in the U.S. for the period, 2015−2017. Solid line indicates New Jersey while dashed
line indicates all states in the U.S. Vertical dashed bar indicates the policy change date, November, 2016.
Gasoline price data comes from the U.S. EIA and GasBuddy.com.
State gasoline taxes have been increasing recently, though the federal gasoline tax remains
at 18.4 cents per gallon for the last 25 years. According to a 2018 report from the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA), 32 states, including the District of Columbia, have raised
their state gasoline taxes since 2011. Among these states, New Jersey had the largest tax
hike. Most states raised their state gasoline taxes by less than 10 cents per gallon, whereas
New Jersey increased its state gasoline tax from 14.5 to 37.5 cents per gallon in 2016. This
gasoline tax increase was the first in New Jersey since 1988. Before the tax increase, New
Jersey drivers paid the second lowest state gasoline tax in the nation, at 14.5 cents per
gallon. However, as of January 2017, the state gasoline tax was the eighth highest in 50
states. Figure 2.1 describes the variation in gasoline tax by state and over time, showing
that New Jersey has a remarkably large variation.
Crude oil prices, distribution and marketing, and taxes determine retail gasoline costs
(EIA, 2018). Figure 2.2 demonstrates that a gasoline tax is one of the key factors that
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determine gasoline prices. When gasoline tax increased on November 1, 2016, the retail
gasoline prices in New Jersey increased by 23 cents per gallon, which is equal to the amount
of the gasoline tax increase. However, gasoline is a relatively inelastic product, that is, its
price changes have less effect on automobile travel demand. Literature suggests that the
optimal gasoline tax should be more than one dollar per gallon (Parry and Small [72]; Parry
et al. [71]; Lin and Prince [57]). Hence, one may be concerned that a gasoline tax of 55.9
cents per gallon in New Jersey is still too low to affect driving behavior.11 Therefore, this
study could in part shed light on the previous empirical literature on optimal gasoline taxes,
focusing on the short-term impacts of a state gasoline tax.
2.3 Data
Detailed data on air pollutant concentrations come from the Air Quality System (AQS)
database of the US EPA from November 2014 to September 2018.12 This database combines
ambient pollutant concentrations measured at more than 4,000 monitoring stations owned
and operated mainly by state environmental agencies. Furthermore, information on the
exact locations of monitoring stations is gathered. Data include daily (or weekly for some
pollutants) and hourly measurements of pollutant concentrations. For the pollutants of
interest, the daily measurements used are the 8-hour maximum of CO, 1-hour maximum of
NOx, 24-hour average of PM2.5, and 1-hour maximum of SO2, which correspond with those
of NAAQS.
Specifically, I use data for air monitors in 25 states as well as in New Jersey because
the 25 states did not experience any change in gasoline tax policy from November 2014
to September 2018.13 Each monitor tracks different types of air pollutants. For example,
some monitors observe CO only, whereas others observe all criteria pollutants. Because of
11As of January 2018, New Jersey has the gasoline tax of 55.9 cents per gallon including the federal tax
of 18.4 and state tax of 37.5 cents per gallon.
12I dropped data for October 2018 because New Jersey experienced another policy change in gasoline tax
on October 1, 2018
13The twenty five states include Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, District
of Columbia, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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this limitation, I separately identify the causal effects of gasoline tax increase on multiple
pollutants. SO2 is the most frequently monitored pollutant, as well as NOx, CO, and PM2.5.
Weather conditions play an important role in air pollution levels but are independent of
gasoline taxes, so I include controls for primary meteorological variables in the analysis. Daily
weather data also come from EPA’s AQS database, including daily average temperature and
relative humidity. Although monitors do not provide precipitation and snowfall information,
the relative humidity that presents water vapor in the air can be used. Moreover, not all air
monitors observe meteorological variables. After merging the weather and air quality data
by monitor and date, I found some monitors where the weather data was missing. To address
this issue, I identified the closest weather monitor for each air monitor using geographical
information system software.
I also employ gasoline sales volumes, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and public trans-
portation use as different outcome variables. These three variables are available only at a
monthly state-level, whereas air pollutant and weather variables are based on daily monitor
level data. Data on gasoline volumes and VMT come from monthly motor fuel reports and
traffic volume trends, respectively, provided by the FHWA. For gasoline sales volumes data,
each state reports to the FHWA the amount of on-highway fuel use on a monthly basis.
Based on hourly traffic count data reported by each state, the FHWA adjusts the data
and then estimates VMT. Public transportation use data come from the National Transit
Database that reports the number of monthly passenger trips by transit mode. All transit
properties that receive urbanized area formula grant from the Federal Transit Administration
are required to report passenger trips, whereas small transit properties are exempted from
the monthly report.
Table 2.1 summarizes the descriptive statistics for ambient air pollutants and additional
outcome variables from November 2014 to September 2018. Columns 1−2 and 4−5 show
mean values for treatment and control groups during pre- and post-treatment periods.
Columns 3 and 6 present the results from a t-test based on the comparison between variables
in pre- and post-treatment periods. Table 2.1 reveals the most notable feature, that is, the
New Jersey’s air pollutant concentrations, except SO2, are mostly higher than those in other
control states. In contrast, this table shows that air pollution levels in New Jersey and
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Table 2.1: Descriptive Statistics













(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Mobile source pollutants
CO (ppm) .47 .43 −5.90 .40 .38 −10.23
[.29] [.27] (.000) [.30] [.28] (.000)
NOx (ppb) 60.6 58.0 −2.37 30.3 28.4 −11.77
[57.1] [55.1] (.018) [41.0] [37.3] (.000)
Co-pollutants
PM2.5 (µg/m
3) 8.2 7.7 −6.39 7.9 7.8 −0.31
[4.7] [4.0] (.000) [4.7] [4.5] (.754)
SO2 (ppb) .91 .63 −6.92 3.4 3.3 −1.28
[1.5] [2.7] (.000) [10.7] [10.9] (.200)
Additional outcomes
Gasoline volume 348 272 −3.21 198 165 −2.38
(million gallons/month) [18] [116] (.003) [227] [215] (.018)
Vehicle miles traveled 6304 6344 0.26 4300 4405 0.40
(million vehicle miles/month) [531] [498] (.798) [4351] [4606] (.692)
Public transportation 24.2 23.2 −2.85 1.56 1.46 −20.92
(million riderships/month) [1.3] [1.1] (.007) [.8] [.8] (.000)
Notes: This table shows means for mobile source pollutants, co-pollutants, and additional outcome variables
in both New Jersey and control states. Pre-treatment period in columns 1 and 4 is based on data from
November 2014 to October 2016. Post-treatment period in columns 2 and 5 is based on data from November
2016 to September 2018. The entries in square brackets show the standard deviation of each variable.
Columns 3 and 6 indicate the t-statistic and the p-value in brackets for the hypothesis test that the mean
value does not differ between pre- and post-treatment periods.
control states are significantly lower in the post-treatment period than in the pre-treatment
period. CO concentrations have fallen in both states, but have fallen further in New Jersey.
This finding shows the importance of causal analysis to evaluating this policy.
2.4 Empirical Strategy
2.4.1 Difference-in-Differences
The empirical analysis aims to identify the extent to which New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase
affects local air quality. I use a difference-in-differences (DID) method based on New Jersey’s
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ambient air concentrations compared with other control states’ concentrations. Before using
the DID method, I should check the common trends assumption to validate a sample of
observations, that is, any trend in the concentrations of air pollutants are the same across
the treatment and control groups. My DID framework relies on the assumption that states
that have not increased gasoline taxes are appropriate counterfactuals for New Jersey that
has increased gasoline taxes. Figure 2.3 shows that air pollution levels in the two groups
have similar trends in pre-treatment periods, implying that using air monitors in 25 states
as a control group is appropriate.
Throughout my empirical discussion, I define air monitors in New Jersey as a treatment
group, against which air monitors in other 25 states are compared. I apply the DID
method using observations of ambient air pollution at the daily monitor level. The most
straightforward approach is given as follows:
ln(yit) = β0 + β1Post+ β2Treat+ β3Post× Treat+ δi + εit, (2.1)
where yit denotes one of the measures of air pollutants as recorded at monitor i on date t.
Post is a dummy variable that is 1 for all dates after the gasoline tax increase in New Jersey
and 0 otherwise. Treat is another dummy variable that is one for air monitors located in
New Jersey and 0 otherwise. Thus, β3 is the DID estimate that is of primary interest in this
analysis.
Equation (2.1) contains monitor fixed effects, δi, controlling for unobserved monitor
attributes that affect air quality. These fixed effects help the DID estimates to avoid an
upward bias by the trend that air monitors in New Jersey generally have higher air pollution
levels than those in the control states before and after treatment. I also allow the error
term, εit, to be correlated across all observations within the same monitor and date. The
underlying assumption is that monitor-specific unobserved factors that affect air pollutant
concentrations are constant over time. In other words, the identification of β3 requires that
E[(Post× Treat) · εit|δi] = 0.
To improve the precision of estimates and control for time-varying factors that affect
treated and control monitors differently, I add additional variables to Equation (2.1). I
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Figure 2.3: Mean Monthly Pollution Levels in both New Jersey and Control States
Notes: This figure shows the mean monthly concentrations of mobile source pollutants, CO (upper panel)
and NOx (lower panel), from 2014 to 2018. Solid lines indicate New Jersey while dashed lines indicate control
states. Vertical dashed bar represents the gasoline tax change date, November, 2016.
Sources: Author’s calculation from the U.S. EPA’s air quality system database.
estimate the preferred specification for air pollutant concentrations as follows:
ln(yit) = β0 + β1Post+ β2Treat+ β3Post× Treat+ λWit
+ µDt + δi + εit,
(2.2)
where Wit denotes a vector of daily weather variables for monitor i on date t including
average temperature and relative humidity. If I omit weather variables which heavily affect
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the ambient air concentrations, then the regression models may suffer from omitted variable
bias. Dt is a vector including dummy variables for year, month, and day-of-week to control
for the times that are common across all areas. The identification assumption of Equation
(2.2) is more relaxed than that of Equation (2.1), indicating that the interaction term of Post
and Treat does not correlate with unobserved factors conditional on the covariates. Now the
identification of β3 requires that E[(Post × Treat) · εit|Wit,Dt, δi] = 0. Additionally, I
estimate all regression models with the cluster-robust standard errors to allow for common
shocks over time within a monitor.
2.4.2 Synthetic Control Method
Using a DID strategy may be challenging with a small number of air monitors in New
Jersey. A limited number of treated units results in the treated unit observations to be
unlikely normally distributed, leading to biased estimates. To address this potential issue, I
conduct an additional analysis with a synthetic control method (SCM) developed by Ababie,
Diamond, and Hainmueller [1], which does not rely on large sample theory and is valid in
small samples.14
Following a simple model of Ababie, Diamond, and Hainmueller [1], I let Ist be an
indicator for treatment for state s at time t. The outcome variable which is one of the air
pollutant concentrations, Yst, is the sum of a time-varying treatment effect, αstDst, and the
outcome variable for states s at time t in the absence of a gasoline tax policy change, Y Nst .
Yst = αstIst + Y
N
st
= αstIst + (φt + ρtZs + γsτt + est),
(2.3)
where φt is an unknown time factor, Zs is a (r × 1) vector of observed covariates that are
unaffected by the treatment, ρt is a (1 × r) vector of unknown parameters, γs is a (F ×
1) vector of unknown factor loadings, τt is a (1 × F ) vector of unknown factors, and the
error terms est are unobserved transitory shocks at state level with a zero mean. If I let the
first state be the treated state, then the treatment effect is estimated by approximating the
14I implement a SCM analysis using the Stata packages synth and synth runner.
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unknown Y N1t with a weighted average of control states.




where ws denotes the weight on the sth state which is unaffected by the policy intervention.
Ababie, Diamond, and Hainmueller [1] focus on minimizing the distance between the
treatment and control groups in terms of outcomes in the pre-treatment period and predicted
outcomes in the post-treatment period. As noted by them, I suppose that X and X0s are
the (K × 1) vectors of predictors for New Jersey and for each sth state in the control group,
and V is a (K × K ) diagonal matrix with non-negative entries. Then, the optimal vector













where ws ≥ 0 and
∑
sws = 1, for all s. Finally, I find the optimal W
∗(V ) to minimize the
mean squared prediction error.
2.5 Empirical Results
2.5.1 Main Results
Table 2.2 presents the DID estimates of the short-term effects of New Jersey’s gasoline tax
increase on air quality.15 My DID model is based on a four-year time window−two years
before and two years after the effective date of the gasoline tax increase. Davis [24] notes
that researchers should consider at least two-year air pollution data to control for seasonal
variation in air quality. This table reports the results from different model specifications
adding or removing controls. Column 1 displays the point estimates from fitting Equation
(2.1), which includes monitor fixed effects only. Columns 2 and 3 progressively add controls
to the specification based on Equation (2.1). The panels report the results for the two
dependent variables associated with mobile source pollutants, namely, CO and NOx.
15Table A2.1 in Appendix reports the full point estimates of the DID regression.
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Table 2.2: Effect of Gasoline Tax Increase on Air Quality
(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. Log(CO)
Post×Treat −.022 −.040 −.036
(.072) (.074) (.075)
N 150,803 150,803 150,803
R2 (within-monitor) .001 .121 .159
Panel B. Log(NOx)
Post×Treat .032 −.003 −.010
(.031) (.028) (.026)
N 242,844 242,844 242,844
R2 (within-monitor) .000 .123 .167
Monitor FE X X X
Time dummies X X
Weather X
Notes: This table shows the coefficients of DID regression of mobile source pollutants on the Post× Treat
interaction. Panel A indicates the estimated effect on CO and Panel B indicates the estimated effect on
NOx. Each column shows the results with three different model specifications adding or removing controls
which are time dummies and weather variables. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at
monitor level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
The DID estimates suggest that the effects are negative but statistically insignificant.
The point estimates in column 1 indicate that the gasoline tax increase results in 2.2
percent decrease in CO but 3.2 percent increase in NOx. These findings are not statistically
significant at any confidence level. Column 3 shows that the gasoline tax increase reduces
CO and NOx concentrations by 3.6 and 1 percent, respectively, which are not statistically
significant. Relatively large decreases in CO concentration cannot be ruled out because the
estimates are imprecise.16 Weather variables and/or time dummies in the regression have less
effect on the point estimate magnitude, though the regression’s R2 increases from .001 (.000)
to .159 (.167). Increase in R2 demonstrates that the weather variables and time dummies in
the regression explain part of the estimated effects.
16The null hypothesis of a 5 percent decrease cannot be rejected at any significance level. Although the
results for CO would be interpreted as ‘statistically insignificant’, the size of the effect is important. The
confidence interval may include potentially important effects.
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Table 2.3: Announcement Effect on Air Quality
(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. Log(CO)
Post×Treat .007 .007 .036
(.039) (.039) (.039)
N 6,644 6,644 6,644
R2 (within-monitor) .026 .038 .081
Panel B. Log(NOx)
Post×Treat −.039 −.041 −.037
(.025) (.025) (.025)
N 10,697 10,697 10,697
R2 (within-monitor) .029 .077 .130
Monitor FE X X X
Time dummies X X
Weather X
Notes: This table shows the coefficients of DID regression of mobile source pollutants on the Post× Treat
interaction. Panel A indicates the estimated effect on CO and Panel B indicates the estimated effect on
NOx. Each column shows the results with three different model specifications adding or removing controls
which are time dummies and weather variables. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at
monitor level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
Although New York and Pennsylvania, which are neighboring states of New Jersey, are
not controlled in my DID framework, New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase may affect its
consumer behavior and that of the neighboring states. Drivers in the two neighboring states
may no longer have incentive to go to gas stations near New Jersey’s border. Therefore, if
a behavioral change or change in cross-border shopping exists, the estimates used in this
study may be affected, which may lead to biased estimates. Retail gasoline prices of the
three states are examined before and after the effective date of New Jersey’s gasoline tax
increase to identify potential problems. Figure A2.1 shows that the retail prices of regular
gasoline are still lower in New Jersey than in the two neighboring states after the gasoline
tax increase. This finding implies that drivers in New Jersey and in the two states are less
likely to change their behavior.
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As mentioned earlier, the DID method for policy evaluation typically sets up a post-
treatment period as the time period after a policy implementation. However, if consumers
respond to the announcement rather than the actual policy implementation, then policy
evaluation estimates may be biased or inaccurate. Announcement of tax rate changes
could have important implications for current earnings because current consumption may
be affected by future tax rate changes (Auerbach and Kotlikoff [5]). Economists assume
that individuals are a forward-looking group who respond environmental changes in
economic decision-making because expectations are crucial to economic analysis (Blundell,
Francesconi, and van der Klaauw [9]). Coglianese et al. [19] demonstrate that forward-
looking drivers will accelerate gas tank refilling in the days leading up to gasoline tax
increases.
I examine changes in air pollutants associated with automobile use between the
announcement date and effective date of a gasoline tax increase. On September 30, 2016,
the state government of New Jersey announced that a 23-cent increase in state gasoline tax
would take effect on November 1, 2016. Based on my DID framework, I explore the impact
of the policy announcement on air quality by using a narrow time window pre- and post-
treatment periods, that is, one month before and one month after the announcement date.
Table 2.3 presents the DID regression results with three different model specifications shown
in Table 2.2. The announcement of gasoline tax increase does not significantly impact New
Jersey’s local air pollution, though column 3 shows 3.6 percent increase in CO, which is not
statistically significant. This finding implies that no sudden change in gasoline purchases
responds to expected gasoline price changes.
Table 2.4 presents the DID estimates of the effect of gasoline tax increase on co-pollutants,
which are less associated with mobile source pollutants. As discussed previously, automobile
emissions also contribute to air pollution levels of PM2.5, PM10, and SO2, though the
contribution is very small compared with main mobile source pollutants. Therefore, I would
expect no significant effect of the gasoline tax increase on these co-pollutant concentrations.
I obtain the results by estimating the same specifications presented in Table 2.2 but using
two different dependent variables. The point estimates indicate that gasoline tax increase
and PM2.5 and SO2 have no statistically significant relationship, though column 1 shows 3.1
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Table 2.4: Effect on Co-pollutants
(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. Log(PM2.5)
Post×Treat −.031** −.019 −.016
(.013) (.013) (.014)
N 142,812 142,812 142,812
R2 (within-monitor) .000 .047 .072
Panel B. Log(SO2)
Post×Treat −.029 −.034 −.053
(.068) (.065) (.070)
N 248,494 248,494 248,494
R2 (within-monitor) .008 .026 .062
Monitor FE X X X
Time dummies X X
Weather X
Notes: This table shows the coefficients of DID regression of co-pollutants on the Post× Treat interaction.
Panel A indicates the estimated effect on PM2.5 and Panel B indicates the estimated effect on SO2. Each
column shows the results with three different model specifications adding or removing controls which are
time dummies and weather variables. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at monitor
level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
percent decrease in PM2.5, which is a biased estimate without controls. The regression with
PM10 is not estimated due to the lack of available data.
2.5.2 Robustness Checks
I conduct various robustness checks to address potential issues and provide alternative
explanations for my results. First, I control for linear time trends that are specific to
treated and control states by including interactions of state indicators with the linear time
index. They allow air pollutants in each state to adjust at a different linear rate over time.
Controlling for group-specific linear time trends may relax the parallel trends assumption in
a DID model (Mora and Reggio [62]). Therefore, if the treatment effect in a DID regression
is not sensitive to including group-specific linear time trends, then researchers may consider
the baseline result more credible. Column 1 of Table 2.5 reports estimation results of my
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DID model with state-specific linear time trends. These results suggest that the inclusion
of time trends has less effect on point estimates. The linear time trends would be captured
indirectly by time dummies in the main specification, which reflect unobserved time shocks.
Previous studies using high-frequency data have added lagged pollution measures, which
are lagged dependent variables to the regression model to examine the persistence of air
pollution effects on their results (Graff Zivin and Neidell [38]; Chen and Whalley [17];
Schwartz [84]). Following a consistent approach in the literature addressing this potential
concern, I include one- and two-day lags of the air pollution outcome to examine whether
the shorter-term lags affect my main findings. Column 2 reports these estimate results.17
For CO and NOx, point estimates magnitudes are somewhat smaller than those in Table 2.2,
and the point estimates are not statistically significant. Adding lagged pollution measures
increases the regression’s R2 because they are correlated with an outcome variable.
One may be concerned that the effects of a gasoline tax increase vary across areas (e.g.,
urban and rural areas). This difference may be due to better public transportation systems
in urban areas, which would be alternatives to automobile use. Additionally, a small number
of monitors in rural areas may be outliers that are likely to change the results of data analysis
because air monitors are mainly distributed in densely populated areas in this study. Most
treated monitors in New Jersey are also located in urban areas. In column 3, I use air
pollution data only for core-based statistical areas (CBSA), eliminating rural air monitor
data.18 The estimated CO magnitude is consistent with the main result, but the NOx
estimate is positive. Thus, a relatively low pollutant level of numerous rural areas in a
control group may be more likely to lower the control group’s average level, resulting in the
DID estimate.
States have unique geography, climate, and life styles. Thus, another potential concern
with my estimates is whether air monitors in 25 control states used in this study represent a
good control group of the DID model. To address this potential concern, I use an alternative
17Table A2.2 in Appendix reports the full point estimates of lagged dependent variables, suggesting that
the point estimate remains unchanged and the estimated coefficients of one- and two-day lags are positive
and statistically significant.
18The office of management and budget defines CBSA as US geographic areas that include one or more
counties anchored by urban areas of at least 10,000 population. The EPA’s air quality data contain
information on CBSA.
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Table 2.5: Robustness Checks
Time trend Lagged dep. Urban only Eastern only
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Log(CO)
Post×Treat −.007 −.010 −.030 −.034
(.102) (.029) (.075) (.077)
N 150,803 147,695 138,660 35,579
R2 (within-monitor) .174 .445 .168 .195
Panel B. Log(NOx)
Post×Treat −.028 −.007 .021 .033
(.070) (.017) (.024) (.031)
N 242,844 239,716 175,428 39,184
R2 (within-monitor) .169 .275 .218 .293
Notes: This table shows results of separate DID regressions testing the robustness of the model. Column
1 shows regression results including state-specific linear time trends. Column 2 shows regression results
including lagged dependent variables as control variables. Column 3 shows regression results using data for
monitors in urban area. Column 4 shows regression results using data for monitors in northeastern states.
All regression models include weather variables, year, month, day-of-week time dummies, and monitor fixed
effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at monitor level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
control group as monitors located in 6 nearby states and Washington, D.C. in the Northeast
region to which New Jersey belongs, as shown in column 4.19 Column 3 shows that the
estimated CO magnitude is the same as the main result, but the NOx estimate is positive.
Overall, the estimated effects of gasoline tax increase on air pollution are not statistically
significant at any level across all four columns.
In many DID studies, researchers often implement another test for the common trend
assumption by including treatment leads and lags. Plotting the test results provides a simple
graphical representation. In general, if the effect of policy intervention is significant in the
DID model, then pre-trending does not occur before the policy change. However, after the
policy change, a sharp break in the trend is observed, leading to the long-term effect of policy
dissipates or larger long-term effects of the policy. However, as my main results suggest no
19Six nearby states in the Northeast region are Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New




Figure 2.4: Estimates of Gasoline Tax Increase with Leads and Lags
Notes: This figure plots the estimated coefficients obtained from a specification including treatment leads
and lags. Coefficients are defined as months relative to the month the gasoline tax increase begins in New
Jersey.
significant effect of a gasoline tax increase, I would expect no anticipation effects and phase-in
effects in this test.
Specifically, I estimate the following model using month-level monitor data:20
ln(yit) = α +
q∑
j=−m
βjDIDit+j + λWit + µDt + δi + εit, (2.6)
20Since leads and lags of treatment indicator with high-frequency data may not be feasible in this test, I
use monthly data which is an aggregated time level, not daily data.
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where DIDit is an indicator of the treatment, which is the same as Post×Treat in the main
specification. I have included q leads and m lags of the treatment effect, rather than a single
treatment effect. In other words, βj is the coefficient on the jth lead or lag. If the coefficients
on all leads of the treatment are zero, then the common trend assumption is valid.
To explore these dynamics, Figure 2.4 shows a plot of the coefficients of the DID model
augmented with treatment leads and lags. Specifically, I add indicator variables for 1−5
months before New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase and 0−5 months after the tax increase.21
For CO and NOx, the coefficients on the leads are close to zero, suggesting weak evidence of
an anticipatory effect. This finding is consistent with the results in Table 2.3. As expected,
no sharp break exists even when the tax increase begins, and the coefficients are close to zero
in the first few months after the tax increase. Figure 2.4 provides further evidence of the
validity of the identification strategy used in this study, which support the main findings.
2.5.3 Synthetic Control Method
SCM provides pre- and post-treatment trends for New Jersey’s air pollutant concentrations
compared with the concentrations of synthetic control state. In particular, pre-treatment
trends should follow each other closely before New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase in this
study. This analysis aims to examine New Jersey’s air pollution changes after November
2016 in the absence of the tax increase. A synthetic New Jersey, which is a combined state
in donor pool, most closely resembles actual New Jersey in terms of pre-treatment values of
air pollutant concentrations predictors. Table A2.4 in the Appendix presents a comparison
between the pre-treatment factors of the actual New Jersey and those of the synthetic New
Jersey for each analysis with two air pollution outcomes. The predictors closely match the
actual and synthetic New Jersey in the months that provide the close pre-treatment fit in
the SCM estimation. The selected control states in the donor pool and their weights are
presented in Table A2.5 in the Appendix.
Figure 2.5 shows the trends of monthly CO and NOx concentrations for the actual and
synthetic New Jersey using a two-year window. The estimated impact of gasoline tax increase
on air quality indicates the differences in pollutant concentrations between the actual and




Figure 2.5: Air Pollution Trends: New Jersey vs Synthetic New Jersey
Notes: This figure shows the trends of monthly mobile source pollutant concentrations, CO and NOx. Solid
lines indicate New Jersey while dashed lines indicate synthetic New Jersey. Vertical dashed bar represents
the policy effective date, November 2016.
synthetic New Jersey in the post-treatment periods. The synthetic New Jersey’s trend closely
follows the actual New Jersey’s trend before the policy intervention. This finding implies
that the synthetic New Jersey is a good counterpart of the actual New Jersey. The two trends
have no differences even after the policy intervention. Therefore, New Jersey’s gasoline tax




Figure 2.6: Pollutant Concentrations Gaps in New Jersey and Placebo Gaps in All Control
States
Notes: This figure shows the gaps in concentrations of each pollutant in New Jersey and placebo gaps in all
control states in donor pool. Black lines denote the gaps estimated for New Jersey while gray lines denote
the gaps associated with each of all control states of the test. The gray lines indicate the difference in
concentrations between each state in donor pool and its synthetic state.
a gasoline tax increase at the aggregate level using monthly state-level data, this result is
consistent with the earlier DID estimation observed at the disaggregated level.
To evaluate the significance of the estimates, I conduct additional SCM analyses assuming
that the remaining states in donor pool receive treatment. Although researchers only use
the SCM model where the synthetic unit closely matches the treated unit, they could fail
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to hold the same condition for the remaining control units in the donor pool (Ferman and
Pinto [29]). Following Ababie, Diamond, and Hainmueller [1], I re-estimate assuming that
one of the remaining states in the donor pool, other than New Jersey, is treated. A graphical
presentation of how the trends of the actual New Jersey differ from those of the remaining
control states is a useful information. Figure 2.6 shows the differences between the synthetic
and actual New Jersey and the remaining states in the donor pool. The gray lines indicate the
difference in pollutant concentrations between each state in the donor pool and its synthetic
state. The black lines represent the gap estimated for New Jersey. I reaffirm the insignificant
impacts of gasoline tax increase because New Jersey and other states show similar trends in
the study period.
2.5.4 Additional Evidence
In this section, I seek to find additional explanations for the insignificant change in air
pollution similar to Davis’ [24] additional evidence for examining behavioral responses. Davis
notes that understanding behavioral responses is important to policy changes in automobile
use to explain air quality effects. His work investigates a driving restriction in Mexico City
in 1989 that was based on the last digit of the vehicle’s license plate. He finds that the
program did not improve air quality and a decrease in gasoline sales or increase in public
transportation has no evidence. Based on Davis’ approach with plausible reasons, I explore
gasoline consumption changes, VMT, and public transportation use in this study. These
factors are important in determining New Jersey’s air quality.
Table 2.6 reports the point estimates for the effect of a gasoline tax increase on additional
outcome variables. A model specification of the DID estimation slightly differs from the
baseline specification because these outcomes are based on monthly state-level data. It should
be noted that clustering at the state level in this analysis, I may fail to control for within-
cluster error correlation with small standard errors. Cluster-robust standard errors will be
biased downward when clusters are few (Cameron and Miller [13]). Researchers generally
apply bootstrap approach to clustering to address this issue. Therefore, I implement a cluster
bootstrap by re-sampling with replacement 1,000 times from the original sample of clusters.
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Table 2.6: Additional Outcomes
Dependent variable: Gasoline volume VMT Public transportation
(1) (2) (3)
Post×Treat −.003 .024 −.006
(.036) (.041) (.022)
N 1,097 1,170 1,170
R2 (within-state) .815 .591 .879
Notes: This table shows results of separate DID regressions using different outcome variables. Three outcome
variables are the natural logs of of gasoline sales volume, VMT, and public transportation ridership using
state-month level data. Cluster-robust standard errors presented in parentheses are calculated by using 1,000
bootstrap samples at state level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
As shown previously in Table 2.1, gasoline consumption has further decreased in New
Jersey compared with the control states because the gasoline tax has increased. The simple
comparison could be valuable for examining the impact of gasoline tax increase on driving
behavior. However, controlling for time and weather and using fixed effects in a regression
analysis, I find no strong evidence that New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase significantly
reduced local gasoline sales volume. The point estimate in column 1 shows that the gasoline
tax increase has decreased New Jersey’s gasoline sales volume by 0.3 percent relative to
the volume changes in the control states. However, this point estimate is not statistically
significant. Due to the lack of evidence of the reduction in gasoline sales volume, driving
behavior change is not expected.
A large literature has employed traffic volume trends and VMT to explore driving
behavior changes. Similar to gasoline sales volume, air quality improvement could not be
supported without evidence on reduction in VMT as it directly relates to automobile use
and its emission. Column 2 shows that New Jersey’s VMT has increased by 2.4 percent after
the gasoline tax increase compared with that of the control states. The relationship between
gasoline tax increase and VMT is not statistically significant. Additionally, many public
transportation options, such as subway and bus systems, may correlate with automobile
travel behavior (Shaheen and Cohen [85]). Table 2.6 also reports that New Jersey’s public
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transportation ridership has decreased by 0.6 percent in post-treatment periods. This finding
indicates that public transportation does not change with a gasoline tax increase. Therefore,
the results from these additional analyses help explain that New Jersey’s gasoline tax has
no significant effects on local air quality.
2.6 Conclusion
Transport is a major air pollution source. Hence, a gasoline tax is an important policy
instrument for reducing automobile emissions. Previous studies have shown that drivers
respond to gasoline tax changes differently from price changes. Despite the importance
of gasoline taxes and driving behaviors, studies investigating a direct relationship between
gasoline tax policy and automobile pollution are limited. Thus, this study aims to find causal
evidence of the impact of gasoline tax increase on air quality by focusing on New Jersey’s
state policy change.
My analysis relies on variation differences in air quality across New Jersey and the control
states, before and after New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase in 2016. Automobile pollution
estimates are negative but not statistically significant. The DID results are consistent with
the SCM results. The study results are also robust to alternative model specifications.
Furthermore, New Jersey’s gasoline tax increase was not associated with any significant
change in gasoline sales volume and VMT, which represent the measure of automobile use.
I do not calculate an optimal level of gasoline tax in this study but find that the current
tax increase is still too low to have a meaningful improvement in air quality, at least in
the short term. My results correspond to the findings of previous studies that the optimal
gasoline tax should be more than one dollar per gallon. Although I provide new evidence on
air quality effects of a recent gasoline tax reform, exploring long-term effects is a reasonable
next step for understanding driving behavior changes. The short-term effects need to be
examined in light of the recent growing interest in gasoline tax increase in federal and state
governments. Nevertheless, more precise and reliable effects of gasoline tax increase may be
observed under a longer period.
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Several potential directions for future research are available. First, applying a DID
model with multiple treatments to examine air quality effects of gasoline tax increase would
be interesting. New Jersey had another tax increase of 4.3 cents per gallon in October 2018.
Thus, the effects of its gasoline tax increase on air quality could be measured using a DID
model with multiple treatments in multiple time periods. Second, the relationship between
gasoline taxes and health outcomes may be assessed. Although a large literature has explored
the health benefits of regulations and policies associated with automobiles, empirical works
on gasoline tax reform’s effects on health outcomes are scarce.
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Chapter 3
Effect of Temperature on Crime in
California’s Urban and Rural Areas
3.1 Introduction
Crime generates substantial economic and social costs for individuals, communities, and
nations. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), the cost of the criminal justice
system was approximately $280 billion in fiscal year 2012 (BJS, 2016).1 The total cost should
be much greater when considering non-financial costs, such as the cost of medical care and
property damage losses. Thus, it is important to design effective policies and strategies that
remove the causes and prevent the occurrence of crimes. Most existing research on factors
influencing crime has focused on income (inequality), educational attainment, and public
expenditure on police (e.g., Buonanno [11]; Di Tella and Schargrodsky [27]; Oreopoulos
[68]; Draca, Machin, and Witt [28]; Machin, Marie, and Vujić [59]). Furthermore, recent
literature has begun to consider air pollution or weather conditions as determinants of crime
and suggested that solving environmental problems can play an important part in reducing
crime costs (Herrnstadt and Muehlegger [43]; Goin, Rudolph, and Ahern [36]; Bondy, Roth,
and Sager [10]).
1The cost includes federal, state, and local governments’ spending on police protection, corrections, court,
and incarceration.
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Crime is a bigger social problem in large cities than in small cities.2 Most previous
research on urban and rural differences in crime has addressed economic and social conditions
(Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman [35]). Glaeser and Sacerdote [34] describe the
correlation between crime and city size by using three main channels−higher returns to
crime, lower probability of recognition, and residents’ characteristics in urban areas.3 Greater
access to the wealthy and higher victim density in a large city or an urban area causes greater
returns to crime. Criminal activity in large cities might be less likely to be discovered due
to having many suspects in areas of high population density.
Meanwhile, existing research in psychology and criminology has proposed a hypothesis
that weather is strongly associated with criminal activities (Anderson [2]; Cohn [20]; Field
[31]; Rotton and Cohn [79]). Temperature has a positive effect on violent crime and other
aggressive behavior because high temperatures induce feelings of anger and hostility. The
relationship between weather and crime also comes from a more convincing basis, namely,
rational choice theory in economics. A canonical model of crime proposed by Becker [7]
explains that the decision to commit a crime is based on the expected cost and benefit.
Criminal activities are no different from non-criminal activities in that an individual would
commit a crime if his or her expected utility from committing the crime outweighs the utility
from non-criminal activities. In this model, weather conditions could be a potential variable
influencing the decision-making about committing criminal acts.
Previous empirical studies in economics have provided evidence that criminal activities
are more likely to occur in higher temperatures. Jacob, Lefgren, and Moretti [47] investigated
the short-run dynamics of criminal behavior with weather and found that hot weather leads
to an increase in both violent and property crime rates, whereas high rainfall decreases
violent crime rates. Using a 30-year panel of monthly crime and weather data for U.S.
counties, Ranson [77] examined the effects of weather on monthly criminal activities and
2There is a general consensus that crime rates or volumes are much higher in large cities than in small
cities (e.g., Laub [51]; Ladbrook [50]; Glaeser and Sacerdote [34]; Nolan III [66]; Chang, Kim, and Jeon
[15]). Previous studies argue that differences in crimes between large and small cities can be attributed to
differences in their population compositions and characteristics such as its size, density, and heterogeneity.
3Gleaser and Sacerdote [34] show that a one-percent increase in population size lead to approximately
0.1 percent increase in serious crimes per capita, using the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) data.
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demonstrated a strong relationship between temperature and crime.4 Across a variety of
offenses, warmer temperatures are correlated with higher violent crime rates.
I question whether the effects of weather impact urban-rural crime differences. To the
best of my knowledge, there is no empirical study on the effects of weather on urban-rural
crime differences, though weather patterns are known to have a significant impact on criminal
activity. I address the gap in the literature and provide the first estimates of the effects of
temperature on crime across urban and rural areas. My analysis draws on a panel dataset of
monthly crime and weather in California cities for ten years, 2006−2015. Crime data comes
from the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program,
and I focus more on the number of monthly arrests for violent and property crimes from 380
local law enforcement agencies throughout California. I use arrest data as a proxy for crime
levels as is common in this literature (e.g., Sah [81]; Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman
[35]; Glaeser and Sacerdote [34]).
This study makes an important contribution using monthly crime data. Relevant studies
have used aggregate annual crime data because collecting monthly crime data has been
challenging. Using annual crime and weather data would result in less precise estimates
because annual weather cannot reflect seasonality or month-to-month variation over a year.
That is, the actual effects might be attenuated using aggregate weather data. Although
arrest counts or rates used in this study are not the same as crime counts or rates, they help
indicate how crime patterns have changed and represent the lower bound of the incidence
of crime.5 Thus, disaggregated data helps reveal crime patterns that may be concealed by
aggregate data.
I examine urban-rural crime differences by defining a metropolitan area with a population
of 50,000 or more as an urban area and areas with smaller populations as rural. This
definition of metro and non-metro areas is used as a common classification in the literature
to compare urban and rural areas (e.g., Porter et al. [76]; Plummer and Headd [74]; Lee and
Xu [54]). I use 155 cities as urban areas and 225 cities as rural in 380 California cities in
this study. My empirical strategy is based on a fixed-effects Poisson regression model which
4I use city-level data, while Ranson used county-level data. I attempted to have more (or at least the
same number of) years of data than Ranson, but monthly historical weather data by city was limited.
5It is likely that the actual numbers of crimes are understated because not all crimes result in arrests.
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is appropriate for a count outcome variable. I explore the marginal effects of temperature
for metro and non-metro areas to see more clearly the relationship between temperature and
urban-rural crime differences.
The main results suggest that higher temperatures increase the number of violent crimes,
which is consistent with existing research that demonstrates the relationship between hot
weather and aggressive behavior. For a one-degree increase in temperature, the monthly
number of violent crimes in California increases by 0.2 percent. However, results show that
the number of property crimes is not correlated with temperature. On average, the number of
violent crimes is 8.7 percent higher in urban areas than in rural areas, holding temperature
constant. The number of violent crimes in both areas tends to increase in proportion to
temperature, but the marginal effects of temperature are smaller in urban areas than in
rural areas. This implies that higher temperatures have more influence on violent criminal
activities in small cities.
These results have important implications for crime policy. Understanding the rela-
tionship between temperature and crime can help local law enforcement agencies allocate
limited resources more efficiently. If higher temperatures are correlated with more crimes,
local agencies may put more police officers on duty in warmer areas and during warmer days
to reduce the economic and social costs of crimes. Policymakers may also try to increase
the size of large cities’ police forces or introduce more punitive sentencing policies to reduce
violent crime levels in urban areas. Moreover, policymakers should develop policies that
make small cities and towns safer, particularly in hot weather.
I conduct several sensitivity analyses and robustness checks, including alternative
specifications and combinations of controls. Baseline results were confirmed using alternative
temperature bins and population subgroups. Adding or removing control variables does
not affect the estimated coefficients presented in my preferred specification. Results are
unchanged when I use mean or minimum temperature rather than maximum temperature
as a predictor variable. To address concerns about count data, I also apply a simple fixed-




My analysis relies on a combination of two primary data sources: criminal and weather
records. For crime information, I used monthly crime data at the city level in California for
the ten-year period (2006−2015) provided by the FBI’s UCR program.6 Each month, law
enforcement agencies across the United States collect and provide detailed crime records to
the FBI, which then creates combined reports. The UCR has information not only on the
total monthly number of crimes by city but also on the type of crimes. The FBI classifies
criminal offenses into two groups according to their seriousness: Part I offenses and Part II
offenses. To narrow the focus to major crimes, data for the Part I offenses was collected,
which was divided into two categories: violent and property crimes. Violent crimes include
murder or manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. Property crimes
include burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson.
I focused on the number of arrests for various offenses from 380 local law enforcement
agencies, including city police departments in California. The Inter-university Consortium
for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) provides monthly arrest count data rather than
crime incident data. As mentioned earlier, using disaggregated data helps reveal crime
patterns that may be concealed by aggregate data. Also, I restricted the sample of this
study to crime data reported by city law enforcement agencies. It is difficult to control for
city-to-city variation in crimes because there is no city information from county and state
agencies. Thus, only data from city police departments was used.7
The second main component of my dataset is monthly weather data, particularly
temperature, which might be predictive of variation in crime levels. Temperature data comes
from the US National Climatic Data Center’s Global Summary of the Month. There are 314
weather monitoring stations throughout California that have readings during the sample
period of 2006 to 2015. Some weather stations are missing observations, so I restricted the
6I obtained the UCR crime data from the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research
(ICPSR) which restructures the original data to a rectangular format.
7Arrest data from county and state law enforcement agencies accounts for about 7 percent of all samples
in my dataset.
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Figure 3.1: Cities and Weather Stations in California
Notes: The points in this figure represent locations of cities and weather monitoring stations throughout
California.
sample to consistently observed stations during that period. Then, I assigned temperature to
cities by linking temperature to the weather monitoring stations closest to the city centroid.
For each city, I identified the nearest weather station using ArcGIS software and ended up
using data from 195 stations located near California cities (see Figure 3.1).
The dataset also includes socioeconomic characteristics associated with crimes including
population, sex, race, age, poverty status, median household income, and unemployment
rate. These control variables rely on data at the county-year level. For that reason, I
assume that socioeconomic characteristics of counties represent those of cities that belong to
the county. Detailed data on socioeconomic characteristics come from the Census Bureau’s
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American Community Survey program. In a sensitivity analysis, I considered city-specific
time trends to eliminate the effect of exogenous factors on crimes.
To identify urban-rural crime differences, I divided California into two areas based on
population size−metro and non-metro areas. Among other information about local law
enforcement agencies, UCR data collected from ICPSR indicates whether agencies are located
in a metro area. The definition of a metro area in the data follows the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget and that is used by the Census Bureau.8 A metropolitan statistical
area has at least one urbanized area with a population of 50,000 or more, plus adjacent
communities having a high degree of social and economic integration. As mentioned above,
this definition of metro and non-metro areas is often used in literature to classify urban and
rural areas in the U.S.
3.2.2 Summary Statistics
Table 3.1 shows the summary statistics for urban and rural areas across key variables, based
on the city-month level. In particular, the numbers of arrests for violent and property crimes
are much higher in metro than in non-metro areas. The relationship between city size and
crime is well established. Crime statistics in California are consistent with crime trends at
the national level. According to the BJS, the annual violent crime rates of U.S. are 22.2 per
1,000 persons in urban, 19.3 in suburban, and 18.3 in rural areas, respectively. The annual
property crime rates are 148.8 per 1,000 households in urban, 101.7 in suburban, and 103.2
in rural areas, respectively (BJS, 2014).
The annual average temperature of a large city tends to be 1 to 3 degrees Celsius (1.8
to 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit) warmer than its surroundings due to the urban heat island effect
(EPA, 2018). In Table 3.1, metro areas are 0.7 to 0.8 degrees warmer than non-metro areas,
but this is not a significant difference in temperature. These temperature differences may
result from the unique geographical features of California. The relatively low temperatures
in coastal areas of the largest cities (such as Los Angeles and San Francisco) may lower the
average temperature of the metro areas. Moreover, non-metro areas include small cities in
8The Census Bureau also defines Urbanized Areas as places of 50,000 or more people and Urban Clusters
of at 2,500 and less than 50,000 people (US Census Bureau, 2010).
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics
All areas Metro Non-metro
Number of arrests
Violent 13.43 [15.88] 25.99 [19.48] 6.00 [5.34]
Murder .48 [1.75] 1.13 [2.67] .09 [.49]
Forcible rape .59 [1.59] 1.29 [2.32] .18 [.62]
Robbery 3.22 [5.48] 7.02 [7.25] .98 [1.80]
Aggravated assault 9.14 [8.67] 16.56 [9.30] 4.75 [4.08]
Property 21.18 [22.46] 41.26 [23.95] 9.30 [9.14]
Burglary 7.57 [7.99] 14.54 [8.50] 3.45 [3.64]
Larceny-theft 10.42 [10.89] 20.10 [10.77] 4.69 [5.65]
Motor vehicle theft 2.80 [4.89] 5.81 [6.68] 1.02 [1.75]
Arson .39 [1.16] .81 [1.67] .14 [.58]
Temperature (◦C)
Average temperature 16.7 [5.7] 17.2 [5.2] 16.4 [6.0]
Maximum temperature 23.3 [6.9] 23.8 [6.3] 23.1 [7.2]
Control variables
Population (1000s) 88.3 [338.9] 204.2 [536.2] 19.8 [12.7]
Male (%) 50.1 [1.1] 49.9 [0.8] 50.2 [1.3]
Age 34.8 [3.5] 34.7 [3.0] 34.9 [3.8]
White (%) 65.6 [11.5] 62.5 [10.4] 67.4 [11.8]
Poverty (%) 14.0 [4.7] 13.3 [4.0] 14.5 [5.0]
Income (1000s of dollars) 59.5 [13.1] 62.0 [11.4] 58.1 [13.8]
Unemployment (%) 9.4 [3.4] 9.1 [3.3] 9.6 [3.4]
Number of cities 380 155 225
Notes: This table shows means and standard deviations for both violent and property crime arrests,
temperature, and population at the city-month level. Data for socioeconomic characteristics is based on
the county-year level. I use data for the sample period of years 2006−2015.
the desert region in California. These small cities have relatively high average temperatures,
leading to increasing the average temperature of non-metro areas.
As mentioned in the introduction, previous studies have explained urban-rural crime
differences by linking social and economic characteristics. Table 3.1 also presents summary
statistics for the socioeconomic factors, which may influence criminal activities. It is no
surprise that population size is much larger in metro areas than in non-metro areas. Metro
areas have a lower proportion of white people than non-metro areas because a large city tends
to be more ethnically diverse compared to a small city. The ratios of sex and average age
do not differ between metro and non-metro areas. Existing studies also address significant
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impacts of both income and unemployment on crimes (e.g., Gould, Weinberg, and Mustard
[37]). Table 3.1 shows that economic and labor market conditions are worse in non-metro
areas than in metro areas in California. Criminal activities in rural areas may be driven by
economic factors.
3.3 Methodology
The summary statistics in the previous section report that metro areas have a high
temperature and many crime arrests. This section introduces an econometric model
to identify a causal relationship between temperature and crime. First, the effects of
temperature on crime were estimated as in previous empirical studies. Then, I evaluated
whether higher temperatures aggravate urban and rural crime differences. If temperature is
a principal factor influencing criminal behavior and urban areas have higher temperatures
than rural areas, it is reasonable to hypothesize that higher temperatures widen the gap
between urban and rural crimes.
Based on the panel structure of count data, I employ a fixed-effects Poisson regression
model introduced in detail by Hausman, Hall, and Griliches [42]. I assume that Crimeimt, the
number of arrests for a given crime in month m of year t in city i, has a Poisson distribution
with a probability density function given by




where X imt denotes a vector of all observed covariates and µ(X imt) is a parametric form for
the conditional mean of Crimeimt given X imt, E(Crimeimt |X imt). Following the standard
assumption, X imt takes an exponential form:
X imt = exp(βTempimt + δi + λm + ρt). (3.2)
A variable Tempimt is the average monthly maximum temperature observed in that month.
δi is city fixed effects to control for unobservable factors within a city influencing crimes. λm
and ρt are month and year fixed effects, respectively, which capture seasonal and temporal
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patterns of criminal activity. All regression models are estimated with robust standard errors
clustered at the city level.
Poisson regression is a workhorse procedure in count data analysis because a Poisson
distribution expresses the probability of any discrete number of random events (i.e., 0, 1, 2,
. . .) (Osgood [69]). There are several advantages to using a Poisson regression model in crime
analysis. Ranson [77] uses a Poisson regression approach based on three considerations. First,
there may be several zero values for arrest counts in crime data, especially in a small city or
area. A simple log-linear regression approach is inappropriate because it considers these zero
values as missing values. Second, although the Poisson distribution is not an exact fit for the
distribution of crime data, the Poisson regression by maximum likelihood estimation yields
unbiased estimates. Moreover, the Poisson regression can eliminate a potential incidental
parameters problem due to multiplicative separability from the linear form of the exponential
link function (Cameron and Trivedi [14]).
I believe that Equation (3.1) yields credible estimates of a reasonable amount of variation
within each city over time. Nevertheless, I am not certain that the effects of temperature are
homogeneous across all cities because a fixed-effects model merely shows the average within-
city effect. How the effects vary across different city groups is of interest since relevant
literature generally assumes that the relationship between weather and crime is uniform
across regions. One might estimate separate regressions for each group and compare the
effect of temperature in different subgroups, but this strategy may be quite unwieldy and
inefficient when the effect of temperature depends on the city.9 A better and simpler solution
is to estimate a single fixed-effects model by incorporating a city group dummy and an
interaction term for group with temperature. This would also be appropriate to examine
accurately marginal effect of temperature for each group.
Adding a metro dummy and an interaction term between temperature and metro, I
estimate the effect of temperature on crime across metro and non-metro areas. More formally,
9When researchers want to compare the coefficients and see their differences in separate regressions,
they should calculate a p-value for the difference. Alternatively, simply including an interaction term in a
regression model, they can get the p-value for the interaction term which provides a significant test for the
difference in the coefficient.
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I modify the Equation (3.2) as follows:
X imt = exp(γ1Tempimt + γ2Metroi + γ3Tempimt ×Metroi + δi + λm + ρt), (3.3)
where the variable Metroi is a dummy variable equal to 1 if city i is in a metro area. Thus, I
am primarily interested in the coefficient γ3, which tells how much the effect of temperature
differs between metro and non-metro areas. The coefficient γ1 is now the unique effect of
temperature on crime only for non-metro areas. Furthermore, four additional specifications
include alternatives to the variable Tempimt in sensitivity analyses. I attempt to categorize
temperature into five groups based on 5-degree bins instead of using a continuous variable. I
also use alternative variables, which are average monthly mean temperature, average monthly
minimum temperature, and the number of days with the maximum temperature above 21.1
degrees Celsius (70 degrees Fahrenheit) rather than average monthly maximum temperature.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Main results
Table 3.2 shows fixed-effects Poisson regression estimates of the effect of temperature on
crime. Columns 1 to 3 in Table 3.2 display the results from regressions using the number
of violent crimes as an outcome variable, and columns 4 to 6 display the results using the
number of property crimes as an outcome variable. Columns 1 and 4 present the results from
fitting Equation (3.2), and columns 3 and 6 show the results from fitting Equation (3.3).
For violent crimes, the number of arrests is 1.002 (= e.002) to 1.003 (= e.003) times greater
for an additional unit in temperature, that is, a 0.2 to 0.3 percent increase in the number
of arrests for every one-degree increase in temperature. However, there is no relationship
between temperature and property crimes. These results are consistent with the findings
of relevant previous research suggesting a positive relationship between temperature and
violent crimes. Higher temperatures are likely to produce aggressive behavior and feelings
of anger and hostility (Anderson [2]).
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Table 3.2: Effect of Temperature on Crime
Violent crimes Property crimes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temp .002*** .002*** .003*** −.000 −.000 .000
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)
Metro .087** .141*** .000 .014
(.039) (.046) (.032) (.039)
Temp×Metro −.002** −.001
(.001) (.001)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate regressions using temperature, metro, and interaction term. Two
dependent variables are the number of violent crime arrests in columns 1 to 3 and the number of property
crime arrests in columns 4 to 6. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects, weather, and
socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
Column 2 reports that the number of violent crimes is 8.7 percent higher in metro areas
than non-metro areas, but there is no property crime difference between metro and non-metro
areas, as seen in column 5. This case assumes that the effect of temperature is uniform across
metro and non-metro areas, but the intercept changes in the regression model.10 In columns
3 and 6, I add an interaction term to the regression model between temperature and metro
areas to examine not only the main effect of temperature but also how the temperature effect
varies between metro and non-metro areas. I find a significant interaction effect, as shown
in column 3, suggesting that for every one-degree increase in temperature, the number of
violent crimes is, on average, 0.2 percent less in metro areas than in non-metro areas. That
is, the main effect of temperature in metro areas is a 0.1 percent increase in the number
of violent crimes, while the main effect in non-metro areas is a 0.3 percent increase in the
number of violent crimes. This suggests that the effect of temperature on violent crimes is
larger in non-metro areas than in metro areas.
10That is, the coefficient for Metro shows how the intercept changes for metro areas.
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Table 3.3: Temperature Dummies
Violent crimes Property crimes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temp15 .015 .014 .016 .011 .011 .015
(.011) (.011) (.019) (.008) (.008) (.014)
Temp20 .028** .028** .074*** .023** .023** .042**
(.012) (.012) (.020) (.010) (.010) (.016)
Temp25 .037** .037** .084*** .024** .024** .025
(.015) (.015) (.023) (.012) (.012) (.019)
Temp30 .044** .044** .070*** .017 .017 .033*
(.018) (.018) (.022) (.014) (.014) (.020)
Metro .083** .128*** .003 .017









N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate regressions using dummies for temperature and metro, and
interaction term. Two dependent variables are the number of violent crime arrests in columns 1 to 3 and the
number of property crime arrests in columns 4 to 6. All regression models include city, year, month fixed
effects, weather, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city
level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
Table 3.3 shows the results of the extension of the baseline model. In this extension, I use
temperature indicators, a discontinuous variable, defined by five average monthly maximum
temperature bins (below 15, 15−20, 20−25, 25−30, and over 30 degrees). The temperature
bins then interact with a metro dummy variable. This approach contributes to a flexible
statistical model to allow for arbitrary non-linearities in the relationship between temperature
and crime. Simultaneously regressing crimes on these indicators recovers their respective
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(a) Violent crimes (b) Property crimes
Figure 3.2: Marginal Effects of Temperature
Notes: The plots show how the marginal effects of temperature on crimes for metro and non-metro areas.
After estimating a Poisson regression model, I calculate the effect of a discrete change of temperature bins,
holding all other covariates at their means. Shaded areas correspond to the 95% confidence interval of the
margin.
coefficients, which describes the nonlinear response of crimes. As the coefficients on the set
of temperature indicators are identified up to a common constant, the regression omits one
temperature bin, as seen in Table 3.3, which I choose to be the lower temperature bin (below
15 degrees bin). Therefore, all temperature indicators are measured relative to this indicator
for below 15 degrees.
The results of column 3 in Table 3.3 are consistent with the results of column 3 in
Table 3.2, suggesting a positive relationship between temperature and violent crimes. In
particular, non-metro areas have a higher number of violent crimes with higher temperatures.
At temperatures ranging from 25 to 30 degrees, the number of violent crimes in non-metro
areas is 8.4 percent higher than the baseline when the temperature is below 15 degrees.
Although metro areas also have a positive relationship between temperature and violent
crimes, the temperature effects in metro areas are not as large as the effects in non-metro
areas. Perhaps the incidence of crime in large cities is generally high enough as compared
with small cities, so the marginal effects of temperature are relatively small.
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Figure 3.2 depicts the results in Table 3.3 and focuses on the marginal effect of
temperature. With a temperature indicator variable, the marginal effect shows how the
number of crimes changes as the temperature indicator changes. Margins are calculated
from predictions of a previously Poisson model at fixed values of temperature bins and metro
dummy, holding all other covariates at their means. Figure 3.2 demonstrates graphically
that the marginal effects of temperature on violent crimes are larger in non-metro areas,
as presented in column 3 in Table 3.3. However, the marginal effects on violent crimes
in non-metro areas show a slight decline when the temperature is above 30 degrees. For
property crimes, there is no considerable heterogeneous effect of temperature across metro
and non-metro areas, as seen in Figure 3.2 (b).
One might be concerned that if the effects of temperature vary across different types of
crime, using the number of aggregate violent or property crimes as an outcome variable could
result in misleading conclusions in this analysis. For example, the effects of temperature on
crime may depend on whether each offense is more likely to occur outdoors or indoors. To
address this possible concern, I re-estimate Poisson regression models using the number of
each offense as an outcome variable. As mentioned previously, violent crimes are a category
of offenses that include murder and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and
aggravated assault. Property crimes include burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and
arson. Based on Equation (3.3), Table 3.4 reports the regression results for each offense.
For violent crimes, higher temperatures cause more forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated
assault.11 The number of these three offenses is much greater in metro areas than in non-
metro areas. The number of robberies and aggravated assaults increases by 0.7 and 0.3
percent, respectively, for every one-degree increase in temperature. Metro areas have 37.7
percent more robberies than non-metro areas. However, the temperature effects are smaller in
metro areas than in non-metro areas. Given the significant effects on robbery and aggravated
assault, the results for violent crimes in Table 3.2 may be mainly driven by these two offenses.
11A one-degree increase in temperature leads to 1.7 percent fewer murder and non-negligent manslaughter.
In Figure 3.2, I find that this reducing effect is driven by non-metro areas. The number of murder and non-
negligent manslaughter in non-metro areas is large with very low temperatures but small with very high
temperatures. Meanwhile, there is no temperature effect in metro areas.
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Table 3.4: Effect of Temperature on Each Offense
Violent crimes
Murder Forcible rape Robbery Agg. assault
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Temp −.017* .005 .007** .003***
(.009) (.006) (.003) (.001)
Metro −.404 .644* .377*** .073*
(.329) (.351) (.085) (.041)
Temp×Metro .017* −.003 −.007** −.001*
(.009) (.006) (.003) (.001)
N 12,709 14,742 16,095 16,600
Property crimes
Burglary Larceny-theft Vehicle theft Arson
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Temp .001 −.002* .003 .014*
(.002) (.001) (.002) (.008)
Metro .057 −.037 .199 −.822***
(.057) (.046) (.146) (.282)
Temp×Metro −.002 .000 −.002 .013*
(.001) (.001) (.002) (.007)
N 16,563 16,453 16,384 14,319
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate regressions for each Part I offense of the UCR program. All
regression models have interaction terms between temperature and metro. All regression models include
city, year, month fixed effects, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are
clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
For property crimes, higher temperatures produce more arson but fewer larceny-theft, while
there are no significant relationships between temperature and burglary and vehicle theft.
3.4.2 Sensitivity Analyses
In this section, I conduct a variety of sensitivity analyses to illustrate how the main results
can be strongly robust to alternative model specifications. First, I follow a common exercise
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Table 3.5: Sensitivity Analysis
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Violent crimes
Temp −.006*** .003*** .003*** .003***
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)
Metro .126*** .139*** .141*** .125***
(.044) (.045) (.046) (.061)
Temp×Metro −.002** −.002** −.002** −.002***
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
Panel B. Property crimes
Temp −.000 .000 .000 .−.000
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)
Metro .016 .017 .014 .064
(.037) (.038) (.039) (.069)
Temp×Metro −.001 −.001 −.001 −.001
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs No Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
City-specific time trends No No No Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate model specifications by including or excluding year and month
fixed effects, weather controls, socioeconomic factors, and city-specific linear time trends. All regression
models have interaction terms between temperature and metro. Two dependent variables are the number
of violent crime arrests in Panel A and the number of property crime arrests in Panel B. Standard errors
presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
by adding or removing control variables in my baseline specification. Table 3.5 presents the
regression results of four different model specifications, and column 3 replicates the results
from my preferred specification to facilitate comparison. Overall, the estimated coefficients
do not change excessively in different specifications, implying that my empirical strategy is a
good approach to control for confounding variables. Column 2 shows that it is important to
eliminate potential bias from unobserved factors that change over time. I also include city-
specific linear time trends in column 4 because different cities might change the regulatory
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Table 3.6: Different Population Groups
Violent crimes Property crimes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temp .002*** .002*** .005** −.000 −.000 −.001
(.001) (.001) (.002) (.001) (.001) (.003)
City10 −.058 −.014 .122** .034
(.083) (.104) (.055) (.093)
City25 .048 .100 .144 .209*
(.090) (.108) (.105) (.125)
City50 .136 .183 .144 .170
(.099) (.113) (.109) (.128)
City100 .249** .392*** .110 .119









N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate regressions using temperature, city dummies, and interaction
term. Two dependent variables are the number of violent crime arrests in columns 1 to 3 and the number
of property crime arrests in columns 4 to 6. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects,
weather, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
regime at different times (Angrist and Pischke [3]). The results remain unchanged with time
trends.
In the main specification, I have simply defined two city groups as metro and non-metro
based on a population of 50,000 or more. Now I apply an alternative definition of city
groups as another robustness check. Following the city group information in the UCR data
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provided by ICPSR, I group cities into five population size-based bins in place of metro/non-
metro−below 10,000, 10,000−25,000, 25,000−50,000, 50,000−100,000, and above 100,000.12
The population bins are also interacted with a temperature variable to see how the effects of
temperature vary across these city groups.13 In Table 3.6, the regression drops one population
bin, which I chose to be the below-10,000 bin. The estimates are similar to the main results
in Table 3.2. Columns 2 and 3 show that a city group with a population of 100,000 or more
has a higher number of violent crimes, therefore several violent crimes in metro areas may
be determined by this city group.
I have focused on average monthly maximum temperature rather than average monthly
mean temperature because maximum temperature is a significant measure for predicting
criminal behavior associated with hot weather. Maximum temperature is also likely to be
highly correlated with other relevant temperature measures (Graff Zivin and Neidell [39]).
However, mean temperature can also be used as an alternative predictor variable in the
robustness check if the mean was precisely calculated from a large number of temperature
samples.14 Column 1 in Table 3.7 reports the results from a regression (where Temp is
mean temperature) showing that mean temperature can be a good alternative temperature
measure in this analysis.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that crimes occur most often at night. To address this
issue, Ranson [77] checks whether crime is affected by maximum or minimum temperature
in his sensitivity analyses. He shows that the effects of maximum temperature and minimum
temperature are similar and concludes that the two temperature measures affect criminal
activities through similar mechanisms. Following Ranson’s approach, average monthly
minimum temperature instead of average monthly maximum temperature is used, as shown
in column 2 in Table 3.7. I get the same results as using the maximum temperature, which
does not change the baseline results.
12Numbers of cities in each group are 60 (below 10,000), 93 (10,000−25,000), 75 (25,000−50,000), 92
(50,000−100,000), and 60 (above 100,000).
13City10 is a dummy variable for population of 10,000−25,000 and City100 is a dummy variable for
population of above 100,000 in Table 3.6.
14Mean temperature cannot be often determined precisely when only a limited number of samples are
taken.
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Table 3.7: Alternative Predictor Variables
Mean temperature Min. temperature Days above 21.1◦C
(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. Violent crimes
Temp .004*** .004*** .003***
(.001) (.002) (.001)
Metro .123*** .109*** .123***
(.044) (.041) (.041)
Temp×Metro −.002** −.002** −.002***
(.001) (.001) (.001)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600
Panel B. Property crimes
Temp .000 .000 .001**
(.001) (.002) (.001)
Metro .021 .017 .001
(.036) (.034) (.034)
Temp×Metro −.001 −.001 −.001
(.001) (.001) (.001)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate regressions using mean temperature as Temp in column 1,
minimum temperature in column 2, and number of day with maximum temperature above 21.1 degrees
Celsius (70 degrees Fahrenheit) as Temp in column 3. All regression models have interaction terms between
Temp and Metro. Two dependent variables are the number of violent crime arrests in Panel A and the
number of property crime arrests in Panel B. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects,
weather, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
An additional concern is that using average monthly maximum temperature might be
problematic because it disregards the distribution of weather variables around the average
(Schlenker and Roberts [82]; Dell, Jones, and Olken [26]). To overcome this problem, previous
research uses the concept of degree days, which handles the nonlinear effect of weather
variables. Column 3 in Table 3.7 shows the results from the estimation using the number
of days maximum temperature above 21.1 degrees Celsius (70 degrees Fahrenheit) instead
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of average maximum temperature.15 The results are statistically significant and similar in
magnitude to the main results.
3.4.3 National Incident-Based Reporting System Offenses
Existing literature has focused on Part I offenses of the UCR program because they are
serious felonies plaguing society. Although Part II offenses consist of less serious crimes,
they cannot be negligible, considering many negative consequences of crime.16 Furthermore,
the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) classifies crime categories into two
groups: 23 Group A offenses and 10 Group B offenses, while the UCR program includes 8
Part I offenses and 21 Part II offenses.17 The NIBRS defines more broadly serious crimes
in Group A offenses, which include all Part I offenses and some Part II offenses of the UCR
program. Following the NIBRS definition, I now examine the effects of temperature on other
serious crimes and how the effects vary across metro and non-metro areas.18
Table 3.8 reports the regression results using each of eight other serious offenses as an
outcome variable. Incidences of all these offenses are greater in metro areas than in non-
metro areas, though there are statistically significant effects only on fraud and sex offenses.
A one-degree increase in temperature is associated with a 0.6 percent increase in the number
of sex offenses, while it leads to a 0.6 percent decrease in forgery and a 0.4 percent decrease
in weapons-carry. In particular, the result that higher temperatures are accompanied by
a greater incidence of sex offenses is in line with the findings of previous studies (Field
[31]; Rotton [78]; McLean [61]). Warmer weather is not claimed to directly promote sex
15When I use the number of days maximum temperature above 32.2 degrees Celsius (90 degrees
Fahrenheit), the estimated effect of temperature is not statistically significant, with smaller magnitudes.
This is in the same line with literature suggesting that when temperatures are too high, people are less likely
to be outdoors, leading to the low risk of committing crime outdoors.
16According to the UCR program, Part II offenses include simple assaults, forgery and counterfeiting, fraud,
embezzlement, stolen property, vandalism, weapons, prostitution and commercialized vice, sex offenses, drug
abuse violations, gambling, offenses against the family and children, driving under the influence, liquor laws,
drunkenness, disorderly conduct, vagrancy, all other offenses, suspicion, curfew and loitering laws, and
runaways.
17According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the NIBRS is a part of the UCR program. In
general, collecting and reporting data in the NIBRS are the same as those in the UCR. However, the NIBRS
includes much greater detail information and is known as an improved version of the UCR.
18Since all law enforcement agencies report the Part II offenses information as well as the Part I offenses,
I am able to obtain data for other offenses in the Group A offenses of the NIBRS.
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Table 3.8: Group A Offenses of NIBRS
Simple assault Forgery Fraud Embezzlement
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Temp .001 −.006* −.001 .011
(.001) (.003) (.003) (.007)
Metro .064 .167 .445*** .011
(.048) (.125) (.111) (.166)
Temp×Metro −.001 .001 −.003 −.001
(.001) (.003) (.003) (.006)
N 16,600 15,919 15,966 13,741
Weapons Prostitution Sex offenses Drug
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Temp −.004** −.002 .006** −.001
(.002) (.007) (.003) (.001)
Metro .035 .197 .211** .012
(.059) (.383) (.090) (.036)
Temp×Metro .003* .009 −.004 .000
(.002) (.007) (.003) (.001)
N 16,532 10,746 16,329 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate regressions for other Group A offenses of the NIBRS in place of
Part I offenses of the UCR program. All regression models have interaction terms between temperature and
metro. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects, and socioeconomic controls. Standard
errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
offenses, but rather it is likely that more people are outside, and in turn, offenders can have
more potential targets (McLean [61]). Table 3.8 provides no evidence that the effects of
temperature on each offense vary between metro and non-metro areas.
3.4.4 Simple Fixed-Effects Model
Since crime outcomes in my analysis are based on discrete events, I have employed a Poisson
regression model which is the most common approach for count data. Crime statistics are
typically available in two main formats−crime counts and crime rates. Crime counts are
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Table 3.9: Simple Fixed Effects Estimation
Violent crimes Property crimes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temp .256** .256** .283*** .657 .657 .604
(.112) (.112) (.106) (.519) (.519) (.465)
Metro 1.114 3.615* −2.978 −7.842
(1.349) (1.895) (2.758) (6.620)
Temp×Metro −.106* .206
(.064) (.223)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate FE regressions using temperature, metro, and interaction
term. Two dependent variables are arrest rates for violent crimes in columns 1 to 3 and arrest rates for
property crimes in columns 4 to 6. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects, weather,
and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
simply the number of crimes that occurred over a specified period in a city or county. Crime
rates are generally defined as the number of crimes per 100,000 residents in the population.
Thus, I can also explore the effects of temperature on crime by using crime rates which can
be treated as continuous. Given the continuous outcome variable, it is more straightforward
to estimate a simple fixed-effects model. Specifically, I fit the following model:
Crimeimt = α0+α1Tempimt+α2Metroi+α3Tempimt×Metroi+X it+δi+λm+ρt+εimt, (3.4)
where the outcome variable Crimeimt is an arrest rate for a given crime in month m of
year t in city i. Other variables are the same as those used in a fixed-effects Poisson model
specification.
Table 3.9 displays the results from simple fixed-effects regression estimates based on
Equation (3.4). Column 3 suggests that a one-degree increase in temperature increases
arrest rates for violent crimes by 0.283 per 100,000 population, and metro areas have 3.615
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Table 3.10: Temperature Dummies (Simple FE Model)
Violent crimes Property crimes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temp15 .311 .311 −.001 −.025 −.024 −1.196
(1.649) (1.649) (2.108) (4.333) (4.333) (6.409)
Temp20 3.796* 3.794* 5.414* 5.164 5.170 5.239
(2.247) (2.247) (3.102) (5.138) (5.138) (7.092)
Temp25 3.175** 3.174** 3.861** 5.348 5.350 2.534
(1.464) (1.464) (1.835) (4.640) (4.641) (3.565)
Temp30 3.955** 3.953** 4.452** 11.549 11.557 10.879
(1.828) (1.828) (2.131) (8.699) (8.700) (8.198)
Metro .883 2.896 −3.126 −6.578









N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate FE regressions using dummies for temperature and metro, and
interaction term. Two dependent variables are the number of violent crime arrests in columns 1 to 3 and the
number of property crime arrests in columns 4 to 6. All regression models include city, year, month fixed
effects, weather, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city
level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
more arrest rates than non-metro areas. The results are consistent with the results in a
fixed-effect Poisson regression analysis. For property crimes, the estimated coefficients show
relatively large effects, though they are not statistically significant. This might result from
the difference in the means of violent crime rates and property crime rates. The monthly
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(a) Violent crimes (b) Property crimes
Figure 3.3: Marginal Effects of Temperature (Simple FE Model)
Notes: The plots show how the marginal effects of temperature on crimes for metro and non-metro
areas. After estimating a simple fixed-effect regression model, I calculate the effect of a discrete change
of temperature bins, holding all other covariates at their means. Shaded areas correspond to the 95%
confidence interval of the margin.
mean values of arrest rates for violent and property crimes are 30.2 and 57.6 per 100,000
population, respectively.19
Table 3.10 reports the results of the extension of Equation (3.4) using separate indicators
for every five-degree temperature increment, as shown in Table 3.3. The results are similar
to the findings in Table 3.3, showing the higher arrest rates for both violent and property
crimes at a certain temperature ranges relative to below-15 degrees. However, the effects
on property crimes are not statistically significant. Figure 3.3 plots the marginal effect of
temperature to show how the arrest rates change if temperature levels are changed. Higher
temperatures are likely to increase arrest rates both in metro areas and non-metro areas.
Non-metro areas show a relatively large increase in arrest rates for violent crimes at 20−25
degrees which is consistent with Figure 3.2. Results with less precise estimates in Table 3.10
make the confidence interval wider in Figure 3.3.
19In California, average arrest rates for violent crimes in metro and non-metro areas are 21.4 and 35.4 per
100,000 population, respectively. Average arrest rates for property crimes in metro and non-metro areas are
36.1 and 70.2 per 100,000 population, respectively. The arrest rates in rural areas have outpaced the arrest
rates in urban areas as of the early 2000s because California’s rural counties have experienced significantly
jail admission rates (Neusteter et al. [65]).
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3.5 Conclusion
This paper provides a causal relationship between temperature and crime, though the
estimated effects are not large. Using a Poisson regression approach for monthly data on
the number of crimes, I build on previous research suggesting that temperature plays an
important role in criminal activities, that is, higher temperatures are associated with more
violent crimes. As hypothesized, higher temperatures increase the likelihood of aggressive
behavior that, in turn, causes an increase in interpersonal crimes. The main results also show
that crime levels are much higher in urban areas than in rural areas, which is consistent with
previous studies. I also find that higher temperatures have a greater impact on rural crimes.
There are two limitations to this study. First, California tends to be warmer than most
other states and has no large temperature variation from month to month. The small
variation in temperature might be less likely to cause unusual changes in human behaviors
and routines. Given this potential issue, this study may be underestimating the effects of
temperature on criminal activities. Second, using crime or arrest data is likely to cause a
potential endogeneity problem, such as different employment levels of police in different
law enforcement agencies. To address the endogeneity of police levels, Levitt [55] uses
instrumental variables that predict changes in the size of the police force. Therefore, future
works may extend this study by gathering more data from different regions, overcoming
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Table A1.1: Baseline Results for 2013−2018
Full sample 2-Bandwidth 5-Bandwidth 10-Bandwidth
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert −.079*** −.056*** −.056*** −.035***
(.005) (.013) (.010) (.008)
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert −.124*** −.068*** −.115*** −.083***
(.008) (.024) (.018) (.014)
N 331,010 12,386 21,893 30,493
Notes: This table shows the results of separate RDD regressions using different bandwidths as well as the
full sample. After dropping data for the first two years, I estimate a baseline RDD model. All regressions
include weather and pollution variables, day of the week, holidays, year, month, and station fixed effects.
Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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Table A1.2: Sensitivity to Bandwidth Choices
6-Bandwidth 7-Bandwidth 8-Bandwidth 9-Bandwidth
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Log(trips)
Alert −.022** −.022** −.021*** −.021***
(.009) (.009) (.007) (.007)
Panel B. Log(duration)
Alert −.043*** −.043*** −.051*** −.051***
(.016) (.016) (.012) (.012)
N 27,693 27,693 35,591 35,985
Notes: This table shows the results of separate RDD regressions using different bandwidth choices (6, 7, 8,
and 9). All regressions include weather and pollution variables, day of the week, holidays, year, month, and
station fixed effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at station level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Ward 1 .015 −.009 .017 .012 −.013
(.025) (.023) (.017) (.015) (.030)
Ward 2 .006 .007 −.057*** −.011 −.031
(.017) (.014) (.011) (.010) (.020)
Ward 3 .040 .007 .004 −.017 .041
(.040) (.051) (.024) (.023) (.054)
Ward 4 −.008 .079 −.042* −.062** −.048
(.038) (.061) (.023) (.027) (.102)
Ward 5 −.044 .001 .005 .018 −.020
(.038) (.033) (.014) (.024) (.047)
Ward 6 .003 .022 −.021 −.011 −.039
(.018) (.017) (.013) (.012) (.028)
Ward 7 .155*** .085 .033 .046 .085
(.039) (.103) (.043) (.059) (.113)
Ward 8 .052 .193*** −.004 .241*** −.307
(.097) (.055) (.054) (.071) (.202)
Notes: This table shows the results of separate local RDD regressions by ward and time of day using 5-
bandwidth. Outcome variable is the natural log of bike share trip duration. All regressions include weather
and pollution variables, day of the week, year, month, hour, and station fixed effects.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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Figure A1.1: Nonattainment of O3 Standards
Source: District of Columbia’s ambient air quality trends report (DDOE, 2014)
Figure A1.2: Number of Capital Bikeshare Stations, 2011−2018
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Figure A1.4: Continuity of Weather and Pollution
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Figure A1.5: Continuity along Assignment Variable
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(a) Trips (80 bins) (b) Trips (100 bins)
(c) Trip duration (80 bins) (d) Trip duration (100 bins)
Figure A1.6: Residual Plots
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Figure A1.7: Capital Bikeshare Usage
Notes: This figure shows levels of Capital Bikeshare usage by census block group for 2011−2018. An upper
panel represents the average daily number of trips and lower panel represents average daily trip duration
of all bike stations by each census block group. Red color indicates high values of the number of trips and
trip duration while light green color indicates the low values. A thick solid black line is Washington, DC
boundary. The bike-share usage is mostly high in the central DC area.
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Table A2.1: Effect of Gasoline Tax Increase on Air Quality
(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. Log(CO)
Post −.025 −.015 −.011
(.018) (.019) (.020)


















N 150,803 150,803 150,803
R2 (within-monitor) .001 .121 .159
Panel B. Log(NOx)
Post −.027* −.003 −.005
(.019) (.074) (.017)


















N 242,844 242,844 242,844
R2 (within-monitor) .000 .123 .167
Monitor FE X X X
Time dummies X X
Weather X
Notes: This table shows the point estimates from DID regression of mobile source pollutants. Panel A indicates the estimated
effect on CO and Panel B indicates the estimated effect on NOx. Point estimates of month and day-of-week dummies are not
reported in this table. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at monitor level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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Table A2.2: Lagged Pollution Measure Controls




First lag .538*** .344***
(.010) (.008)
Second lag .065*** .024***
(.009) (.007)
N 147,695 239,716
R2 (within-monitor) .445 .275
Notes: This table shows results of DID regression including one and two day lags of the pollution outcome. All regression
models include weather variables, year, month, day-of-week time dummies, and monitor fixed effects. Standard errors presented
in parentheses are clustered at monitor level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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Table A2.3: Estimates of Gasoline Tax Increase with Leads and Lags

























R2 (within-monitor) .282 .276
Notes: This table shows results of DID regression augmented with treatment leads and lags. All regression models include
weather variables, year, month time dummies, and monitor fixed effects. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered
at monitor level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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Table A2.4: Predictor Means of Actual and Synthetic New Jersey
CO NOx
Variables Actual Synthetic Actual Synthetic
Concentrations −.942 −.941 3.680 3.684
Temperature 56.729 56.652 56.130 56.198
Humidity 59.502 59.445 60.629 60.683
Notes: This table shows the predictor means of actual and synthetic New Jersey for the pre-treatment months, November
2015 to October 2016. Concentrations of CO and NOx are expressed in part per million in logs and in parts per billion in logs,
respectively. Temperature is expressed in degrees Fahrenheit, and relative humidity is expressed in percentage terms.
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Table A2.5: State Weights in the Synthetic New Jersey
Weight Weight
State CO NOx State CO NOx
Alabama .031 .037 Mississippi .015 −
Arizona .022 .004 Missouri .028 .005
Arkansas .017 .005 Nevada .022 .229
Colorado .209 .003 New Hampshire .010 .001
Connecticut .027 − New Mexico .013 .004
Delaware − .009 North Dakota .013 .001
District of Columbia .291 .015 Ohio .026 .009
Illinois .017 .643 Oklahoma .018 .003
Kansas .019 .002 Texas .019 .004
Louisiana .025 .004 Vermont .012 .005
Maine .018 .002 Wisconsin .026 .007
Massachusetts .022 .004 Wyoming .018 .001
Minnesota .081 .004 Sum 1 1
Notes: This table shows the weights of selected control states in the donor pool to produce the synthetic New Jersey. Due to
the lack of available data, 23 control states are used in the SCM estimation for CO pollution and 22 control states are used in
the estimation for NOx pollution.
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Figure A2.1: Average Retail Prices for Regular Gasoline in Three States
Notes: This figure shows the weekly retail prices for regular gasoline (U.S. dollars per gallon, including taxes)
in New Jersey, New York City, and Philadelphia for the period, 2015−2018.
Sources: http://www.GasBuddy.com/
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Table A3.1: Full Point Estimates of Baseline Model
Violent crimes Property crimes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temp .002*** .002*** .003*** −.000 −.000 −.000
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)
Metro .087** .141*** .000 .014
(.039) (.046) (.032) (.039)
Temp×Metro −.002** −.001
(.001) (.001)
Precipitation −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000
(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)
Snow .000 .000 .000** −.000** −.000** −.000**
(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)
Population .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)
Male .015 .015 .015 −.002 −.002 −.002
(.021) (.021) (.021) (.023) (.023) (.023)
Age −.009 −.009 −.009 .005 .005 .005
(.011) (.011) (.011) (.010) (.010) (.010)
White .001 .001 .001 −.000 −.000 −.000
(.002) (.002) (.002) (.002) (.002) (.002)
Poverty −.004 −.004 −.004 −.001 −.001 −.001
(.003) (.003) (.003) (.005) (.005) (.005)
Income −.000 −.000 −.000 .000 .000 .000
(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)
Unemployment −.001 −.001 −.000 .001 .001 .001
(.005) (.005) (.005) (.006) (.006) (.006)
yr2007 .029** .029** .029** .002 .002 .002
(.013) (.013) (.013) (.012) (.012) (.012)
yr2008 .030 .027 .027 .003 .003 .003
(.019) (.019) (.001) (.017) (.018) (.018)
yr2009 .019 .012 .012 −.019 −.019 −.019
(.028) (.028) (.028) (.032) (.033) (.033)
yr2010 −.003 −.010 −.010 −.039 −.039 −.039
(.038) (.038) (.038) (.041) (.042) (.042)
yr2011 −.036 −.043 −.044 −.052 −.052 −.053
(.045) (.045) (.045) (.053) (.053) (.053)
yr2012 .000 −.006 −.007 −.063 −.063 −.063
(.040) (.040) (.040) (.049) (.049) (.049)
yr2013 −.037 −.041 −.041 −.114** −.114** −.114**
(.045) (.040) (.040) (.051) (.052) (.052)
yr2014 −.011 −.014 −.014 −.088 −.088 −.088
(.040) (.040) (.040) (.055) (.055) (.055)
yr2015 .020 .019 .019 −.169** −.169** −.170**
(.046) (.046) (.046) (.078) (.078) (.078)
mo2 −.039*** −.039*** −.039*** −.054*** −.054*** −.054***
(.011) (.011) (.011) (.008) (.008) (.008)
mo3 .036*** .036*** .037*** .010 .010 .011
(.011) (.011) (.011) (.009) (.009) (.009)
mo4 .010 .010 .011 −.016* −.016* −.016*
(.011) (.011) (.011) (.009) (.009) (.009)
mo5 .065*** .065*** .066*** .016 .016 .016
(.013) (.013) (.013) (.011) (.011) (.011)
mo6 .012 .012 .014 −.021* −.021* −.020*
(.013) (.013) (.013) (.011) (.011) (.011)
mo7 .016 .016 .019 −.019 −.019 −.018
(.015) (.015) (.015) (.014) (.014) (.014)
mo8 .012 .012 .015 −.030** −.030** −.030**
(.016) (.016) (.016) (.013) (.013) (.013)
mo9 .025* .025* .028* −.054*** −.054*** −.053***
(.015) (.015) (.015) (.013) (.013) (.013)
mo10 .014 .015 .017 −.033*** −.033*** −.032***
(.012) (.012) (.012) (.011) (.011) (.011)
mo11 −.051*** −.051*** −.050*** −.043*** −.043*** −.043***
(.010) (.010) (.010) (.009) (.009) (.009)
mo12 −.042*** −.042*** −.042*** .010 .010 .010
(.011) (.011) (.011) (.009) (.009) (.009)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
Notes: This table shows full point estimates of baseline specification. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects, weather, and
socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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Table A3.2: Effect of Temperature on Each Offense (Simple FE Model)
Violent crimes
Murder Forcible rape Robbery Agg. assault
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Temp −.011 −.007 −.004 .305***
(.007) (.012) (.052) (.098)
Metro −.310 .444 1.823*** 1.657
(.213) (.301) (.674) (1.581)
Temp×Metro .008 .002 −.045 −.071
(.005) (.006) (.035) (.049)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
Property crimes
Burglary Larceny theft Vehicle theft Arson
(5) (6) (7) (8)
Temp .109 .406 .046 .044
(.160) (.473) (.129) (.039)
Metro −1.102 −6.542 .415 −.613
(2.248) (4.961) (1.492) (.390)
Temp×Metro .031 .181 −.005 −.001
(.080) (.181) (.052) (.012)
N 16,600 16,600 16,600 16,600
City FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: This table shows results of separate simple FE regressions for each Part I offense of the UCR program. All regression
models have interaction terms between temperature and metro. All regression models include city, year, month fixed effects,
and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors presented in parentheses are clustered at city level.
*** Statistical significance at the 1 percent level.
** Statistical significance at the 5 percent level.
* Statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
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